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[during the first week of Narch^ 
1946iF (learned that the U.S.
General Staff had ordered its Survey Department to speed the production 
of maps of-the Soviet Union devoting particular-attention to all Soviet 
installations constructed during' 1945.

continues that if- the United Nation's Security ^ 
.Cqxincil-Cohference-currently-being' herd^ffi’tHis^ovntry is unsuccessful, ' 
Anglo-American military cooperation will immediately become public knowledge [ 
and embark upon concrete action,
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64

J- Office

FROM.

• . UNITtxrnarnxjio- GOVERNMENT

SUBJECT:

C. H. Carso
A/

MR. D. M. LADD 14376
DATE:

SSIB1EJTAR. BETWEEN RUSSIA AND THE UNITED STATES

Hr. Tolson

July 12, 1^4^- 
Er. Coffey
Er. 01ayin~"""* 
Er. Laki .x—* Er. Nlcfa/y 
Er. RosW 
Er. Tracy 
Er. Carson 
Mr. Ezan 
Er. Guinea 
Er. Hendon 
Mr. Pennington 
Er. Quinn Tara 
Tele. Roca 
Er. Mease 
Miss Beata 
MlssGandy

___________________ ___________ advises that |
construction of airfields and defense works north of' 

the Spanish Pyrenees and in northern Italy on the part of England and 
America were discussed# It was jalso reported that large quantities of 
provisions were being stored by the Allies on the coasts of Belgium, France, 
Germany, Holland, and Denmark. -------------------- ------------ --------------- ---------

An alleged plan of operations was outlined in the message. It 
provided for the British and United States forces to withdraw from the 
European plain after hostilities break out with the idea of holding firmly 
the coastal regions of Belgium, France, Germany, and Holland, to an extent 
of approximately 80 miles. Mechanized troops were to be used with naval 
and air support. It was stated that the mountainous region in northern 
Spain and northern Italy would be held by signal troops. A separate body 
of troops would support them in occupation of Germany, Austria, and the 
Swiss Alps “to contain the Soviet forces.“

also alleged that efforts would be made to 
properly indoctrinate the public in Great Britain and United States for 
support in the war and that. thereaft^nAa.tomic bombs would be used to obtaiin 
quick results. It was stated that urgent efforts were being made to complete 
these plans. France was said to be aware of them and'consequently to be 
greatly concerned.

b7E
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FROM

SUBJECT:

rt vv r’wrt'wU/fJv

MR. TOLSON
L. B'. Nichols

UNITED GOVERNMENT

date: September/dj 1&46 
Mr. Yol/on 

Mr. E.fA. TiKf 
Mr.» Clegg 

-IftAx&VtiS—~ fW, Ladd 
Mr. Nlchgls 
Mr. Rosen 

.Mr. Tracy”"**^ 
Mr. Carson 
Mr. Egan "1 - 
Mr. Gurnea"” 
Mr. Harbo ' 
Mr. Hendon"""*"^ 

yj /% in Pennington/ (10 W Mr. Quinn Tam 
Tele. Rooa . ~ 
Mr. ifease "' 
Miss Beah3"..........
Miss Gandy"””

LynnefCel'don3 formerly of the. Washington Post. 
War Assets'^. called Mr. McGuire to advise that he has 
handling the advertising in connection with sales of 

He had? a large number of para-

with 
been 
various Army surplus goods 
chutes declared surplus. The Army today ordered all the parachutes 
back into active inventory3 removing them from surplus property. 
Celdon stated that the Army has likewise removed all "ducks." 
This is an amphibious tank3 and the Army has returned these to 
active inventory. Celdon stated the implication is3 of courser? 
being prepared for trouble ahead. 7
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THE DIRECTORTO » DATE: Au

FROM
Mr...

D. M, La&d

SUBJECT:

■ Olay/n 
Mr. 
Mr. NlUo 
MT. Rostn 
Mr. ‘ 
Mr. 
mt. tg3^vf~y 
Mf*. Gurnea- /r>J> 

• , ’ /V Hartx> ‘'jy**''"

Colonel Forney of G-2, called at my office, on August 
194&r at "which time he stated he desired' to'impart some extremelyyi 
e^BrtdSntial information, that he must be, under all circumstances, 
protected as the source of the information, otherwise he. would be 
court martialed if- he were found, out. ColonelForneywasdefinitely 
"scared’’ -at -furnishing- this' information, but stated that in view or 
thefact that the echelon in the War Department was not passing iuon to 
the Bureau, he. thought he should do so beciiase of the' importance of the- 

.FHT working closely with the War Department in any emergency.

Colonel Forney stated that in the event-Russia persists onz'' 
going into turkey, that Turkey has indicated she will fight and that the 
United States has committed itself.to enter the fight on behalf of Turkey. 
He stated that if this takes place,, we will be- embroiled in a war with 
Russia within the next few weeks* ‘Colonel Forney stated however that in 
the event Russia backs -down and permits the. Turkey question' to be taken 
before the Counsel of Ministers or the United Nations, that the danger of 
ah immedia.te war will be lessened.

V
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TO , DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, ANCHORAGE

Intelligence matters

UNITED Cl'AlA

DATE: 6-3-4*

9 GOVERNM

PERSONAL AND CONF

1 |’v ■

Recently it has been necessary for me to visit various- 
points in the Territory, even though for a short period of J^me, Ilf 
connection with the regular office investigative work. ^X^ccagioh’ 
has presented itself for me to meet Commander LLOYD C ^KERSEY?, 
Director of Naval Intelligence in the 17th Naval District,Kand 
meet bn various occasions with Colonel L. B^TOOLE, Director o 
Security and Intelligence in the Alaskan Department, Fort Richardson,' 
Alaska. Various items of information have been developed and ±he 
Bureau should not make this matter known to anyReferral/Consult

COPIES DESTROY 
a.ll NOV 17 18



Referral/Consult

In connection with the Army operations and plans, Colonel 
TOOLE has advised that the only real installations which will be 
kept urider present plans are as follows?

1. Headquarters of the Alaskan Department at Fort Richardson, 
• on which considerable construction work will be made during 
the coming Summer months

2. Increase, in the Army personnel at Adak

3. Additions to the Air Base at Shemya

4. Additions to the Army Base at Ladd Field, Fairbanks

At present there are approximately 20,000 men assigned I 
to the Alaskan Department. About 10,000 are assigned to Fort ' 
Richardson, some 7,000 to Adak and the remaining are assigned to- 
Ladd Field, Shemya, about 500-on Attu and caretaker forces at 
various small Army Camps, s'uch as Unimak, Cold Bay^ Amchi t^a*> 
Home and a- few at Wales and Teller. Probably the on
the Army as far as the Alaskan Department is concerned are the 
bases at Wales and Teller, Alaska and the Bureau will note from 
the map their strategic importance. A survey was conducted during 
the war months by the Engineering Department in connection with the 
Alaska Railroad and a railwayjine^was^surveyed—fronr^airbanks 
toJWales-and- TelierR”AtR5bth Wales and Teller there were a number 
of under-ground installations mad'e and runways have been 'constructed 
which are about 10,000 fe'et long. The Army contemplates these bases 
as points of operation should any hostilities arise nearby. They 
are considered as bases adequate for the handling of planes carrying 
atomic bombs. *

It is not known whether the railroad will be run from 
Fairbanks; to the-above mentioned points. However, the plans have 
been- drawn and whether this-v/ork is done will depend on Congressional 
appropriations for the Army and the final size of- the Army and the 
amount of personnel which will be assigned to the Alaskan Department.

Colonel TOOLE has advised that any amount of men who 
are normally assigned to Alaska are really of no benefit as far as

- 2 -



fighting forces are concerned, it "being recalled that Alaska is 
between 1/5 and 1/4 the size of the entire United States.. Travel 
in the territory, except" between Anchorage and Fairbanks, is 
entirely by plane and consequently it would take a £orce of at 
least 100,000 to make any sort of adequate assignment of Army 
personnel to the Territory of Alaska, according to Army authorities.

As soon as any additional information’ in regard to the 
above matters are known to this office, the Bureau,, of course, 
will be advised.



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

TO MR. D. M

C. H. CarsFROM

.UNITEDr>i‘A'O5 GOVERNMENT
, Mr. tolscrn _________

date: September 2®;cil9ES3------
S Mr7 COffey ‘

Mr. Slavin" 
ifir. Ladd •• 
Mr. Nichols" - - 
Mr. Rosen   - 
Mr. Tracv^"^1- 1 '
Mr. Carson — - 
Mr. Egan_ 
Mr. Ournea 
Mr. Hendon^'" ' 
Mr. Pennlngtori- 
Mr. Quinn Taaa""”"L - 
Tele. Room ■■■—■. Zb7Ess ~9eahaRecently)_________________ |has given some information regardin

Marshal Montgomery’s departure from England and his visits to Canada 
the United States. On August 27, 19h6,| |had advised
the Turkish Ambassador to the United States had disclosed that Mars 
Montgomery had spent two months in Canada where rocket experiments {'fere being 
made. The Turkish Ambassador also conjectured^ that it was believed that a 
military union between England and America were in the offing. He also advised 
that prior to his departure from England, Marshal Montgomery held a conference 
in England in which twenty-six Generals, who had shown progress in the various 
fronts, had participated, 
bomb in war and (2) plans

The purpose of this conference was (1) use of atomic 
of operation against the Soviet Union*

b7E
On September R, 
that Montgomery

l?h6, the. Turkish Ambassador again advised)________
__________ _ and Eisenhower will meet in Canada. • After this 
meeting, the American Chief of Staff will tour the air and V-2 bases which 
were established a year ago in Northern Canada,, Greenland, and Iceland. These 
bases are reported to be ready for use and the studies which were made from the 
viewpoint of operations, especially weather conditions, clothing and equipment 
of various units, have been completed. The necessary materials, equipment and 
clothing, according to the Turkish Ambassador, will go into prompt production 
based on these investigations. . '

The Turkish Ambassador further discloses that the tests of directing 
the atom bomb by rockets aad possibly the V-2 has given satisfactory results. 
He adds further that a rumor is existent that the Soviets have obtained informations 
concerning the mentioned bases and tests

I

RECOMMENDATION:
LU

None. This memorandum is prepared for your information. It. is 
requested, however, that it be circulated in the internal Security Section

a 
LU 
a 
DC

LU

32 SH> 23 1946
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Director, FBI P£&<m A3D cgS 9/23/IO

CACj Anchorage

TuTBEElGSKCn 1WE3S

Coprespendojisqi has been previously directed. to th© bureau 
that Army Task Forces commonly referred to as ’’Mlliwaw’* and rtFriridn 

’will bo ascomhled in the Territory to Conduct certain Array cold weather 
tests* Recently r have repoiyod information of Amy plans which I 
believe -would bo of interest to th® Bureau in, order that a proper 
appraisal of intelligence natters ahi counter-espionage matters night 
be teadO*

The Task Force ’’Frigid** will consist of approximately 1300 non*
The?© non have already arrived and aro stationed at their baeo, which 
is iadd Field, Alaska*, laid Field is itsnedi&teiy Adjacent t© the City 
of Fairbanks* This unit will actually make tests of arctic clothin*, 
oquipnont, and natorial of ail sorts, howoyerr they will function as a. 
cover for Reconnaissance tfrpup Ko* 46, Consisting of 1800 non who will 
itap alj of the ground front ladd Field across thb Morth Bole* Tills latter 
project to be undertaken; by FscomaissanCe .Croup ifo* 46 Is reported to 
he the Second highest priority On the Army list itfci*qdiatoly utile?’ thp
atonic bomb* Referral/Consult

In recent conversations with ffaval personnel* Infomaticn has
haen received that I

The information sot forth above has Moen confidentially obtained, 
and shc'lld bp so hold by the Btrpa?.*.

WTrlnr’- 
65-35

secokpef

75 {££ -r 12.16
aUtXTlAljM ViX ly^v.4 U J-n
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TO : Director, FBI

BlillMliiBBBIIBBiiBliiiiM
BlIlillBlllillM

iiililijlililiililiM
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

DATE: November

4-* £

18,” 1946

FROM SAC, Oklahoma City

SUBJECT:*^Fia6HT OF B-29s OVER R£JSSIA_ conf: ■L

Recent articles in the press indicate that the YJar Department, 
planned a large flight of B-29s over Russia, which was allegedly 
opposed by the State Department, andtheV/ar Department subsequently r 
announced that this flight of B-29s could not be made due to 
"inadequate landing facilities" in Europe

I Chief Civilian Investigator, OCAD, Tinka 
Field, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, is a very close friend of this^office

I Hhas advised that he has observed "top secret1* Yfar Department 
orders at Tinker Field indicating that a number of B-29s are 
presently being prepared for the above flight.

'b6 Per A । :er i

Under no circumstances should  
connection with the above information

name be revealed in

The above is furnished for the information of the Bureau.

JCjty/ms

7DEC3 19W
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wmy iriFofln§tiori classified per letter d. 12/9/2010

r June 19h7

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. LADD

Special Agent. S. W. Reynolds of the liaison Section ■while 
at the War Department on June I4, 19h?> learned the following items 
of information confidentially which might be of interest to the Bureau:

.Colonel L.R. Forney advised Mr. Reynolds in extreme confidence that 
he had learned that General Chaiiberlain. has become very much disgusted with the 
operations of the Central Intelligence Group-in Europe. Colonel Forney stated 
that General Chamberlin had' an opportunity to observe the. operations of the 
Central Intelligence Group agents while on a recent trip through Europe., Accord-? 
ing to Colonel Forney, General Chamberlin observed that the identity of the GIG 
secret agents is known by everybody and, in addition to this, the agents are 
"messing Up" the situation tremendouslyZc<T(Tjl

Colonel Forney also pointed but that Dr. Gialotti. (phonetic), whd- is 
the individual ybu will recall who has furnished Colonel Forney information on 
Communist activities in Italy, advised Colonel, Forney that the CIG representative 
in Italy is- a 26-year old young man whose only bid to recognition appears to be 
that he is th® heir to the National Cash Register fortune. Colonel Forney stated 
that, according to Dr. Gialotti, this individual spends all of his time at teas 
and mixing with the so-aalled Italian society. As a result, this activities and 
identity are wall known , and he is not getting an accurate picture as to the true 
conditions In Italy».J0^\ m

Colonel Forney further advised in confidence that Dr. Gialotti told him 
that Togliatti, the Italian Communist, leader, is alleged to, have stated that he 
will be prepared to take over the. Italian Government within six months. 'Colonel 

,.coup in Italyj or in any event could lead to an

Colonel Carter[S—nigrlrw -informed Mr. Reynolds in- extreme confidence 
that he has learned that.| , pre. carefully rading the Russian plain
text messages -with a view, to determining the movement of Russian scientists .and 
"captured.'’ German scientists who are kncrsm or .suspected to be authorities in 
nuclear fussion and bacteriological warfare, Colonel Clarke advised Mr. Reynolds 
further in extrema confidence that he has learned that the Army is planning a top 
secret mission in Russia. Re stated that this mission will consist of utilizing 
the sixty B 2?’s which are to hake a’*good will tour” of Europe. _ .
will be equipped with especially devised photographic equipment, wQich is expected 
to be ready this Summer. ! - - -- - - - “ *

----- ------------- ;T ---- ----. ----------------  —.---  - *|l
Forney pointed, out to Mr. Reynolds that this could wall lead to a Communist attempted 
----- . -T-, -, -- ... — ----- x ...hj s._ —, Italian. Civil Warjth

Per Army'**’

These airplanes

They win when the weather is right fly over the Uraj^Jg^ 
7
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Memorandum for Mr. Ladd

Basin, at an estimated height of l|2,000 feet and attempt to photograph all yital 
Russian installations in the Ural Basin. Colonel Clarke advised that these 
airplanes would be equipped with special type detonators so that in the event 
they run into any mechanical difficulties or any difficulties from intercepting 
Russian planes, the, airplanes can be destroyed without disclosing to the Russians 
the mechanical equipment on board or the purpose of the mission. He indicated 
that it vras felt that of the sixty airplanes a reasonablo number should be 
successful in returning with, the desired information.^^

Colonel Clarke also informed mr. Reynolds that he had heard, but 
has been unable to verify the fact, that Stalin, oh Red Army Day decorated a. 
Russian flyer for flying his airplane to the United States and reutrnirigJjgT

It should he noted that all of the above information was obtained by 
Spefiial Agent Reynolds from Colonel Forney arid Colonel Clarke in extrema confi
dence, and should be. handled with the .utmost caution in the Bureau, and disclosed 
to no- one outside of the Bureau.

Respectfully,

E. B. Fitch

SWRtAJB
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llmfx'ii States Brpartntrut of ifnstirc 
940 First National Building

Oklahoma City 2, Oklahoma
August. IS, 1947

Mr.Ciegg - 
tfr. Gtavin
Mr.
Mr. Nichols
Mr. Rosen ........
Mr, Tracy A..
Mr. Egan
Mr. Gurpca

Mr. Pennington., 
Mr. Quinn Tamm, 
Mr. Neaso. _ -

PERSONAL AND CON

Director, FBI

Dear- Sir:

RE: ^RECONVERSION OF.AIRELAKES-u

/ b6 Per Army

[gFp^jty bo,,......„ 
MrTSohr .^AW...

Please be advised that ___________________  Investigatory Security Sect
Oklahoma City Air Technical Service Command, Tinker. .Fields Oklahoma City. 
is extremely cooperative with this office and.who has requested that under 
circumstances should his identity be divulged, has furnished the information vurr f/ 
that is set forth hereinbelow. ' t

_________________stated that recently the Army had initiated a top secret 
program and. is taking immediate steps to modify the P-47 and B-29 airplanes, 
and he feels that this modification or reconversion is for the purpose of 
installing more and heavier, fire power and to equip these planes to carry a 
greater capacity of bombs.P stated that he was recently designated
to inspect the security of one of the reconversion establishments on the west 

scoast,, which, like Tinker Field, has been‘designated as a reconversion center 
for these airplanes. He stated he was astounded to learn of the security 

^measures that*are being -taken by the eriny in this regard. He further advised 
that recently-while he was in Albuquerque, New Mexico, one of the reconverted 

.•planes landed at Kurtland Field in .Albuquerque and that before, the piano was 
= permitted to. land, a caravan of guards was established on the field; that when 
the plane did land guards -were placed around this particular plane, and no 
-individual was, permitted to approach the plane.

Be further advised -that, i^ormation has been^repeived by him, to the ef
fect, that in all probability by the first of January, 1948, the reconversion 
of the B-36 planes vri.ll likewise be placed into effect, and he i s of the 
opinion that* Tinker Field will be one of the reconversion centers, designated 
for modification of the B-3S.

■He stated* that the instructions that have been received regarding the 
... seourity'Cf these particular type planes have., lead him and others engaged in 
III security work to feel that, the Army is possibly expecting an outbreak of i 
yhostilities. ■ A‘ ’ *

ByiCTORY

COPIES DESTROYED 
2X1 NOV 17 1364*

BUY 
UNITED 
STATES 
DEFENSE 'bonds 
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To the Director
From SAC, Oklahoma City- 
August 13, 1947

b6 Per Army

These facts are being pointed out to you fbr your information, and 
it is respectfully requested thatT I identity be protected
at all times, as he has promised to keep me advised of the progress of 
these reconversion plans and other restricted information r elayed to him.

Very truly yours,

.2



Mr. D., M. Ladd

J. P. Coyne

September 30, 1947

RAYMOND MURPHY 
Department of State 
Source of Information

Pursuant to prior authorization, Supervisor Lish Whitson of 
the Internal Security Section called on .Mr.* Murphy in-his office at Room 
2008, State Department Annex No. 2 (former Temporary Building F) on 23d Street 
between C and D, N. W. Mr. Murphy stated-thatthe might be leaving the European 
Desk in the near, future- to teach in the Foreign Service School of the department 
of stat?. iirspeciai Assistant to the Director pf the Office of European Affairs,

He advised that it was his. opinion that the Department of State had 
made it? last effort to stop Soviet expansion in the Marshall Plan and that if this 
Plan fell through, as it well might fall through,, our foreign relations would be in , 
•the hands of the newly created. Department of Defense. In commenting upon the 
Bureau’s jurisdiction over Soviet agents, Mr. Murphy stated that we might be in X
a position to have to round them up'within a year. ;f l

* Mr. Murphy made available eight copies of an enlarged map with •' 
attached text relating to Gulag, which is the, forced labor camp administration of 
the Ministry of Internal Affairs (MVD).’ These copies, are attached. Mr. Murphy 
stated that they were being distributed, through the State Department contacts in 
Italy, France, Belgium and Holland and. were having good effect on non-Coinmunist 1 
governmental leaders in those countries. He stated that they were not beirigC.* -*-* 11 
distributed-in the satellite areas because there was absolutely no way of effecting. 
anyoueH^^n. ’

Counter Propaganda - '■F B I ,
41 OCT jgu

• Mr. Murphy observedthat the above mentioned chart was the only real 
counter propaganda the State Department was handling at the present time. He
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pointed but that the radio broadcasts to Russia did* not contain counter propaganda 
and, moreover, were not beamed to the people we wished to influence. He pointed 
out-that-toe "Voice of America" programs were picked up only by those lead&ra 
of the government or of the Communist Party who were highly enough placed to 
own private radios, and a presentation of American life, mixing toe bad stories

the good features* was of no real benefit from a propaganda standpoint. It < _ 
.^yjwa's Mr. Murphy’s feeling that we should at this time start to concentrate on counter 

ig:.M;er.i3-,prbpaganda on a 24-hour a day basis beamed to all of toe Western European countries.
Mr. Egan - 'Mouse Un-American Activities Committee 
'Mr. Mohr - ... " --- -- .--.-.-i ।
Mr. Permidgton , Z
Ur. ouinn4aan - , I Cz

Mr* Murphy stated that during the past week he had attended the hearings 
>Mm.Saaly—^Hous?b Vn^mericon Activities Committee oh the visa matter of Hanns Eisl?rj.



He commented that, he was particularly pleased when Representative Thomas 
verbally castigated Messersmith of the State Department who, in his testimony, 
had gone out of his way .to besmirch Mr. Alexander, the Assistant Chief in1 the 
State Department's Visa Division, who has a reputation of being anti-Communist.

Mr. Murphy stated that the House Un-American Activities Committee 
could review many cases, particularly those where the Appeal hoard permitted 
the visa applicant to enter the United States over the objection of, all o^ the 
majority of the various organizations represented.on the lower visa panels.

Mr. Murphy offered odds at two to one that the Raissa Irene-ff^t^y^ 
Browder visa case/wpuld be taken up by the House Un-American Activities 
Committee before they were through.

» -
Mr. Murphy also discussed the cases of Albert Feierabend, was., and 

George Schneweis Wise (formerly referred to as George Schneiweiss Weiss), 
which individuals are subjects: of separate memoranda, as are Frank Kienes 
and Noel Field.

ACTION
4

Mr. Murphy will be contacted again periodically regarding matters 
relating to Communists andSoviet activities.

Attachment



STANDARD FORM NO. 64 Mr, Tolson.

TO

m •. UNITED STOSfc^OV

FROM

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR,^ FBI

Mr: Lcdd.AfD..., 

Mr.
Mr. Bosca............ .
Mr. Tracy............. .
Mr. Eflan.............

Mr. Burned.......... .
MroUarto............ ,

Mr. >Molw.............
Mr. fcuulnnton.. 
Mr. Quinn Tamm.

This is to advise the Bureau that a recent-congress:.ffiaetl’M®—.......
i thacSecurityl ytibffaMr,

SAC, ANCHORAGE

GENERAL INTELLIGENCE .MATTERS 
ANCHORAGE OFFICE

DATE: 9-22-47

xxixo ao vu auviou vxiAj vc*u vx&cv u-<* i .uuu^i.voo.

committee which was in the Territory of Alaska was thacS_ecurity 
committee of th^^reign. Service,-ConnnitteeAof the United States

/.0,j4-CjR Congress. Members'of,this..partyvisitingthe'Territory of Alas®
■;^^-~-^~~^~ includgd Congressman?feHiPP^FIBLD (R). Chairman of the Committee; 

_,fr°m Illinois, Congressma^sLPNKMAN (jl) of Michigan, Clerk of the

A

General^ Committee Mr^~-CRAYff^D7'Mr'^^■HILLCH of the State Department 
Colone^DEERi’fESTER of the headquarters of the War Department in 
Washington,and a Canadian Arny Major, Majo^fAGKERLY, in addition, 
to JOSEPl^RXACKNE of the Interior Department.

This party left Chicago, Illinois, stopping at various 
points in Canada and coming to Anchorage on September 19, 1947. 
They left on .the morning of the 20th and were to- remain in Fairbanks 
for one day and then proceed to Whitehorse and return through Canada 
to the States. Apparently all of the above men were being escorted 
by military personnel and they did not make any effort- to contact 
this office or any members of the naval service. I wanted to point 
this out to. the Bureau inasmuch as it may be entirely possible that upon 
their return to Washington they will make a number of recommendations 
as' to what is and what is not proper to be done in the Territory of 
Alaska and I wanted the Bureau to have the benefit of the knowledge 
that they will have probably spent three days in the Territory and will 
have contacted but very few people ahddid not contact this office.

' ’ __ , ‘‘‘k k\ _

As a point of information for the BuretS^-^x-^^ixe&^dSc^t5^ 
forth information that from a observation of the numerous air bases 
that are being placed in the Territory of Alaska it is obvious that 
a'tremendous amount of construction'and defensive-offensive military 
•basfes are beings built in the vfcinijty.x>f Fairbanks, Alaska. It'is - 
interesting to note from a5'map of th^Territory that there are<presently 
air bases through Canada, "Jihe points ^f;which are known to the Bureau, 
and at Snag on the 'Cana'dian^Alhskan border., There are alsobases at 
Northway'; Tanana, Big Delta, 26/Mile, Ladd Field,- Clear, andJNenana. 
It will be noted that^Nsnana^'Air field,,.or Clear;.,as it is commonly 
referred to, and 26 Mile are very close to .Ladd- Field in^Fairbanks. 
Clear is approximate lyX40hmiles from Fairbanks" in^aMsouth --westerly

• direction and 26 Mile is 26 miles; fromi Fairbanks^in ,a,south-easterly 
direction. Both of these bases are;ma^e^ eepeciallj^ifor the heaviest 
of the heayy^bombers made by the; military forvces. One of the, runways: 

t x RECORDED^ 
/^ INDEXED. , -

of the heayypbombers
SPIES DESTROYED < / , 1 
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at 26 Mile is seven miles long, according to information furnished 
to me by Navy Captain HUCKINS and Major PHILLIP REED of the Army* 
However, it will be noted that 26 Mile is not considered as the 
best field for heavy bombers inasmuch as Clear is reported to be 
preferred and to have runways that are able to withstand the shock 
of any -type of bomber on the planning boards of the Army or'.'Navy*

I have received the information that three squadrons 
of the heaviest type of Army bomber now existing were ordered !© 
26 Mil'e airfield. They will consist of 30 bombers to the squadron^ 
making a total of 90 B-50 bombers* It is believed that the bombers 
will be B~50s'instead of B-36s*/■ s

It is observed that these airfields are spaced closely 
together around Fairbanks and I have 'inquired of the G-2 officer 
as to the reasons for putting the airfields close together, as a 
matter of information* They have advised that the- type of country 
is suitable for building.airfields in the vicinity of Fairbanks*

Referral/Consult

During the spring and summer, the Army has been building 
a railroad spur track from the northern terminus of the Alaska 
Railroad', which is at Fairbanks, paralleling the Alcan Highway to the 
26 Mile airfield. *



. According to Special Agents DANIEL B. BRYAN arid 
GENE S«. NORRIS, the Army has indicated that they intend to abandon 
the placing of this railroad track between 26 Mile' airfield and 
Fairbanks. It will be noted that it has been maintained wherever 
completed.

.There are ariumberdfoutter_perimQter fighter bases 
and the principal one of these is located at Galeria. It is reportGd 
that this will be a fighter base for jet propelled planes•

t
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tlSWiUitttnt JV2 MS. TALI!
IS. LADD

-‘ MS.'i
Suring the aoursd of the Intelligence Conference at the 

Office of Laval Intelligence last Tuesday, General McDonald repre-
*.,Renting the Air force stated that the Air force had Rada extensive 
'fatirvaiLVf ver;/ strategic points in the United states in anticipation 

of any trouble ^tKa^migTit develop domestically or internationally.
* He offered to make available to tie for my information a copy of this
\ report and his Aide has since delivered it to the furaad and I have 

handed it to Hr. Tarnn and mould like to have it reviewed as soon as 
possible in order that J nay return it to General McDonald. I also 
want it to be given very careful study by the Security Division tt 

\ make certain that toe have very adequate coverage in the areas in
dicated in this report. I Bacall that General t'cLcnald^ referred 
particularly to thlf&ault faints iterie Locks and th&tftonic fneruu

2 Pro fact in the ancT^o.dn area hear fatanfouce.
^(iufsiana. whcrethe~~Lulkof\nigh octane gas Used, by places' is pro-'

mas familiar, of course, with the first too but I was not 
familiar a$ to ths later• There are, no doubt, other areas mentioned 
in the Air force survey Which are probably high tn the point of 
being strategic and s?a should vary carefully check these near and take 

’ steps to sea immediately that wo havefpdcquate coverage ristc sub- - 
versive and security measures in these areas. Mite i&vttallu

- fery truly, pours.

John Sdgar Hoover 
lirsctor

Kr»’ Tolson
jE. A. */eao~r 

Er. gleg?__ 
Mr. QUylg^**- 
Mr. -Utfd - - ’ 
MF. MChoXs' 
1£T. Rogen: ""'v—*"? 
xcr. 3yacy7_~;-~-; - j 
13. _ - .'
Mr. Gurriba"*" 1 ?— • 
Mr. Harbo - —

. Mr. Mobr"""'_ 
Mr. Pennington^"

। Mr. QuiwiTasatr5"^

>!■ ;
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x. SECSaiTY

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Mr, 1XM 
*« Nictanr 
Mr. to«B ' 
». Tr«oy“ 
Mr. c«r«r 
B-.
J*. OwriW

w.'. ^.sse
A’*^*’* Si SSbjR- .-*

. ■'■’■ ■■■ s«t forth hereinafter an analyst^ of the present
■1L..-Uttiftfflational situation as set forth by Turkish Minister Jfeavdur in a message-------- -

t® hla foreign Ministry in Turkey as furnished~by | |» This en*lysis
Iftp’hslXtTsd of interest in view of the succinct manner is which it is made and
the personal observations set forth by Bay dur. ^72





• ' • ' ■ . b7E
Mr, D. M. Ladd

RECOMMENDATION:

'To action. This la being set forth for informational purposes only.'

RJL:esb
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64

D. M. Ladd.TO

FROM

SUBJECT;

iiiiiiiiiiiiijiiiiiijiiH 
BMllliMilMM

. IliBIIM
UNITED SW®8®OVERNMENT t“ i' w >■- !l s. niiiifi-c । -ti! ,u- ; .{ •

V. P. Keay.
Mr.*La<ta 
Mr. Nich

, RUSSIAN MATTERS 
INTERNAL SECURITI - R

DATE: March 9

Er. Carson-____
Mr. Egan
Mr. Gurnea 
Er. Harbo 
Mr. Hendon 
Er. Pennington 

'Mr. Quinn Tam’ 
Tale. Rooa___ ’
Mr. Mease 1,1 
ElS3 Beahd 
Miss Gandy

Colonel L. R. Forney of the intelligence Division of the Army 
Special Agent S. W. Reynolds of the Liaison .Section that he hadadvised . . _ . . ____

ascertained that the activities of Amtorg Trading Corporation had been very ' 
,muchcurtailed... He., stated-thathe-hadbeenadvised-thatAmtorg'Y/asliquidating  
their orders placed vdth manufacturing concerns in the United States, and were

^having them shipped without a^preshipment Inspection. He stated that taking 
delivery without a preshipping inspe ction is practically unheard of by the 
Russians. He stated he had further ascertained that Amtorg Yrern^recalling 
one hundred of their employees in the United States to leave about April 1. 
1948. < ' . ’ ~
at all since the Department of Commerce had placed a restriction on the issuanci 
of export licenses to Russia.

, ' Colonel Forney advised Mr. Reynolds that he is bringing hi^fflgrab lisi 
up to date and is preparing the necessary policies to permit him to^seize any < 
V^munists' in the Army. He' stated that he sincerely hopes that the Bureau is 
bringing i€s“>‘gra6T3LstM up to date and that the Attorney General, has legislatip 
prepared that would permit the Bureau toseize United States citizens who are 

'key Communists ———, __

iuj.su yx uisjx uuifixujsso xii ujic uuxucu uuausa uv xsavs. suuuu jnyx'xx. -x, 

Colonel Forney advised that- the above information may have no significance <

Colonel Forney requested that Mr. Reynblds advise you that he, Colonel^ 
.Forney, would like to have the Bureau alert its field offices as to, any possibly 
\hanges or. developments among Communists, Russians and Russian satellites in thq^XJk 
United .States. He stated that he would like very much to be-advised, as .to any 
chahge; whatsoever as soon as possible, 
this information and his

9
Mr. Reynolds advised -Colonel Forney tha 

request would be made known to you.

31 MAR 13 194
<£>
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Mr,/Tolson_________ .
k Mt J'S. A. Tamm.</

Clegg__________
BMj. Coffey z 

Mr. Glayin ' Z 

/'Mr, Ladd V
Mr, Nichols 
Mr. Rosen 
Mr. Tracy 
Mr, Carsori 
Mr. Egan___________
Mr. Hendon 
Mr. Pennington___

Qi/inn Tamm__

Nease_________
j Gandv .. ' /

FROM HONOLULU 3-13-2+8 NR 1'30535 1|-16

DIRECTOR URGENT

AM

STAFF, ' 
MONTHS.

BETWEEN UNITED STATES AND USSR. ASSISTANT CHIEF OF 
.ARMY, PACIFIC, ADVISED TODAY T,H£'T FOR PAST SEVERAL
BETWEEN UNITED STATES AND USSRRELATIONS 

G-2.’, U.S. 
ESTIMATE OF THE SITUATION RECEIVED FROI^fDA HAVE INDICATED THAT IT WAS 
NOT BELIEVED THAT USSR COULD WAGE WAR BEFORE 1955 DUE TO NECESSITY OF 
REBUILDING MILITARY MACHINE. HOWEVER, ON MARCH 1.0 IDA INDICATED THAT 
IN VIEW OF CONDITIONS IN WESTERN EUROPE, SOVIET-S POTENTIAL NOT DEF
INITELY KNOWN. COMMUNICATION RECEIVED FROM IDA MARCH 11 WHICH. STATED1 
THAT HISTORICAL MILITARY OPERATIONS IN WESTERN EUROPE HAVE ALWAYS 
BEEN STARTED,IN. SPRING AND THAT THEREFORE, OPERATIONS WESTERN EUROPE 
WOULD HAVE TO BE CLOSELY OBSERVED. ASS 1STANT^CHIEF OF STAFF NORTH 
G-2, CONFIDENTIALLY ADVISED THAT ON MARCH 11 ADMIRAL D.____ RAMSEY,
COMMANDER IN CHIEF, PACIFIC, AND COMMANDER IN CHIEF, UNITED STATES 
PACIFIC FLEET, CALLED PACIFIC STAFF CONFERENCE ATTENDED BY MAJOR GEN
ERAL G. H. DECKER,CHIEF of'"'staff, USARPAC," and ACTING COMMANDER, 
USARPAC, AND MAJOR GENERAL RALPH H. WOOTEN, COMMANDING GENERAL, PACIFIC, 
AIR COMMAND, AT WHICH TIME HE INSTRUCTED THEM TO IMMEDIATELY REVIEIML. 
WAR PLAN I ND I CAT ING INSTRUCT I ONS TO THIS EFFECT HAD B E EN^EC SLUED

OTHcERS ARE APPRISED OF THESE INSTRUCTIONS AND INFORMATION FURNISHED 
TO THIS OFFICE IN CON^ffENCE. ASSISTANT CHIEF ’OF STAFF, G-2, HAS BEEN 
INSTRUCTED TO DRAW UP^OPERATI ON AL PLAN FOR G-2 IN EVENT OF WARi

UNDERLINED

RECEIVEDj

PORTION OF THE ABOVE MESG. PENDING CORREC RECORDED
2-03 AM EST^^^OM^^u^H’tg^Ad3-13-U8

If th^ jelligence 
Ay outside the Bureautfx^you^siae ine Bureau, is s' 

\ vy order to protect the Bureau

contained in (the above .message is to be disseminated 
it is suggested that it be suitably paraphrased in 

i's cryptographic systems?



:mTrr“tarch 1£, 1910

FRQI : S. % REYNOLDS
SUBJEC: //lEIENTION, Q£j2OMMUNISTS IN EVENT OF SUDDEN DIFFICULTY 

■ TOffi THE SOVIET UNION ~

Reference is made to the memorandum to Mr. Ladd frpm Mi*. J. P. 
Coyne in the above-captioned matter dated Marph 11, 19h8.

The referenced memorandum indicate^ a request that a- check- be 
made with the Army, Navy and Air Force to- determine the size of their .‘so-called 
’'Grab” lists and to determine whether these lists include civilian members' pf the 
Department of Defense and. its components, as well as the Military and Naval, 
personnel. It indicated that it Should also be dets rained what the respective 
military establishments intend to do with respect to furnisning the Bureau with the 
identity of the civilians included in their lists, together with the data for 
referral to the Attorney General.

Colonel Li R. Forney, of the Intelligence Division of the Army, advised 
the writer that the Army has two lists: an. A list and B list. The A 11sincludes 
those individuals who are dangerous; the B list,, those individuals who are suspected 
He stated that the A list is composed of sixty military personnel and forty-nine 
-civilians in the Zone of the Interior. He stated that the Army in the event of a 
.sudden emergency would seize the military personnel and the civilian personnel 
would be’ immediately suspended. The B. list is composed of approximately one 1 
hundred Military personnel and the civilian personnel would be immediately suspended. 
The B. list is composed of approximately one hundred military personnel and’ one 
hundred and sixty civilian personnel. The military personnel on the B list would 
be closely observed and the ’civilian personnel would .be, denied ac.ceiss to any class-> 
ified information.. Colonel Forney stated regarding the. civilians on the A list Jej ■ 
and the B list, that these individuals are or will be the subject of loyalty invest^ b 
gatipns by the FBI. He pointed out that as a ^natter of fact the number of civilian^/ 
oh the A list has decreased due to the repent action, tdeen by the Army under FubllcSzp 
Law 808. k**

$
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Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.
Mr. Tracy 
Mr. Egan 
Mr. Gurnea 
Mr. Harbo 
Mr. Mohr
Mr. Pennington__March 31, 19h8
Mr. Quinn Tamm_

"MEMORANDUM, FOR THE DIRECTOR Mr. Nease
Miss G andy

Colonel L. R. Forney advised Supervisor S. W. Reynolds in extreme 
confidence that he had contacted Mr. Ladd confidentially and advised that the 
Bureau should watch their Embassy coverage on an hourly basis.

Colonel Forney pointed out that the Port of Bremerhaven is used by 
the American Forces for embarkation and disembarkation; that Bremerhaven is 
surrounded by the Russian Zone. He pointed out that the trains traveling from 
Bremerhaven to Frankfort have to travel through the Russian Zone and through 
Berlin. He stated that the Russians have issued regulations that all trains 
will be stopped and thoroughly searched. Colonel Forney stated that the Russians 
have been advised that the American Forces will not permit their trains to be 
searched and any attempt to search these trains by the Russians will be met 

, ’with gunfire.

Subsequently, the radio reported that all trains leaving Berlin for 
Frankfort had been stopped by the American authorities until the travel regu
lations are straightened out, however, an American military train did leave 
Berlin for Frankfort. The guard force on this train allegedly had been greatly 
augmented and were armed with carbine rifles. The radio, of course, made no 
comment as to the orders that had been issued inasmuch as this is highly secret 
at the present time.

As previously advised, Colonel Forney stated that it should never 
be disclosed that he had furnished this information to the Bureau.

31 APR 3 W
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64

THE DIRECTORTO

FROM

SUBJECT:

D. M. Ladd

UNITED ST&HS GOVERNMENT

At 12:25 PM today, Colonel Forney called me and asked if he --------
could furnish me some information without any danger of it ever being Er. Pennln^Ton 

traced back, to him. I told him that he could. He then stated that we zzz?

should vratch our Embassy coverage on an how? to hour basis. He then ilhoSg*- ■. ■■ :
hung up. Apparently Colonel Forney wastryingtopass-onto.the JBureau—-----------
information indicating that there is an important development braaking at ' 
the moment and accordingly I called ASAC. Belmont of New York at 1:00 PM and 
advised: him of the. above. I, instructed that he alert the personnel on the 
techs in New York, that he review fiis coverage to.be sure .that he has ample 
coverage and. that any information is immediately-balled to his attention and
to the Bureau’s attention.

I also called ASAC Hennrich in the absence of SAC Hottel, gave hiia 
the same information and instructed him to also include in this coverage 
the satellite countries.

A call is also being made to the San Francisco Office to likewise 
alert them with reference to the coverage of the Russian Consulate in that 
city.

It would' appear from the above that there is some indication of a 
possible break in diplomatic relations with the Russians or possibly even 
something of a more serious .nature.

DHL: da



Director, FBI ' CO^WglAL

SAC, Anchorage

cor^r^rcsq HITH'MHlTARr AUTHORITIES
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Oh 3/30/48, ABAC GEQRG3 FLETCIER aid myself conferred with 
Colonel MICHAEL TRVikE and Major RALPH SIMS, Assistant Chief of Staff 
and Head of CIG,'raspeotivoly, at -Major SIMS’ office. 

"v ' i

t .In Connection with Bureau letter 3/25/Tfi, entitled, "Soviet ,
.Intern^gefeurity -•*. iy’, wherein it was stated that there were 

"■“^“ruHbrs In various circles in Washington that the Soviets .may have Ji
stationed a number of troop parrying planes' and parachute troops in 
northeast Siberia^ IRVINS: and SIMS said that they have received no such v 
report and that they doubted that, the rumor is true. They were, hot. told I 
the source of the rrimor. They said that there were sons airfields in 7 
northeast Siberia, but that they are isolated,. They can not be supplied; , 
by water or by land. There are no roads to then. They said it is (
possible thatthy could be supplied by ail** for a brief period of tine with 
sufficient, supplies, aid then they could -make a "jump" into Alaska. »’ .

IRVINS said that the headquarters of the Army in Alaska is ' 
somewhat concerned over the recant publicity given to the Arqy’s airfield ’■ 
at Mile 26 near Fairbanks, especially because the newspaper stories said 
that, the field is sufficient to base B-3&3. He ’said that apparently the 4 
only information given about Mile 26. chad from the Tiar Department in 
Washington, but that the heads Of the Air force were going to make an 
effort to suppress such information hereafter :and to place it in a^ecret" 
■classification. z

IKVII3 said' that a number of Jet planes will be cent to 
Anchorage and to Fairbanks where they will be able to provide a protective j£ 
cover should there be an attack front Siberia* $e said thatthqy also plan >. 
to improve their deteetiori instruments so that- the Aroy would he aware. Of , 5 

? any planes coning from Siberia. > 0 ,
''' '' \ ‘ , ,.«• x , ' , 

4 IRVINE- said that- as yet the Aroy,Air Force has. riot takeh over t.
any iritolligence work in Alaska, but that he has heard a rumor that a g 
complete CIG, Detachment of the Army Air Corps will proceed from. Great Falla, a ’; 
Montana, on 4/12/48. ’ ,

Colonel IRVINE. was also asked about a statement that GRANT R. 
JACKSOH, President, Miners and Merchants Bank, Home, Alaska, node recently 
before a House, Committee in -Washington, D^Ci, to the effect that Russia

- WORDED
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AH Filo 66-02

has & submrine base on its side of the Bering Sea. across fron Kono, 
(tod that; elevon pubnarincs ai$> based there. This atattoent received 
considerable Associated. Brons publicity and cunt hove epao to tbs 
attention of the Bureau, Colonel WJ23 said that the Atry has no 
information whatsoever regarding such, a base if cm dops ^’r* ,' ' Rererral/Consult

For- your information, there Is currently visiting in
Alaska, a group of newspaper correspondents, approociaately 2(5 in 
liunbor, who arc th© guests of the Arny and Kovy and will .mice a 
tour eg the Alaskan bases, including th© Aleutian Islands. Enruestionably, 
a great jp^boi? of articles will appear in papers throughout the United 
States upon the completion ftp this trip.

It is planned th hold ft wooHy conference caA/13/48 nt 
Kodiak, whorp Captain GAZZB will bo the hoot.

QESslUl 
66-S2
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ATTENTIpN MR-.

■1 DETENTION OF COMMUNISTS IN THE EVENT’OF SUDDEN DIFFICULTY WITH 
= THE SOVIET UNION, INTERNAL SECURITY - 0. ARMED. FORCES SPECIAL 

WEAPONS PROJECT, SANDIA BASE, ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO. MAJOR 
KENNETH K. KOLSTER, SECURITY OFFICER, ADVISED SA «f. PHILLIP 
CLARIDGE THIS OFFICE CONFIDENTIALLY PURSUANT TO A TELEPHONE CALL 
RECEIVED BY HIS COMMANDING OFFICER MARCH 15 FROM WASHINGTON HE 
HAD- RECEIVED INFORMATION THAT THIS BASE WAS CONSIDERED THE NUMBER 
ONE TARGET IN THE UNITED STATES IN THE EVENT A SNEAK ATTACK WAS 
CONTEMPLATED BY THE SOVIET UNION. HE ALSO INTIMIDATED THAT IT IS 
CONTEMPLATED T&AT THE PRESIDENT WOULp INVOKE’ THAT SECTION OF THE 
AEA WHICH REQUIRES AEG TO TURN OVER OR FURNISH TO ARMY ANY WEAPONS

. OR IMPLEMENTS OF WAR iN IT’S POSSESSION FOR THE USE OF THE ARMY. 
HE ALSO ADVISED THAT TO PROTECT TRIS PROJECT GROUND TROOPS HAVE, 
BEEN ORDERED TO BE STATIONED NEARBY AS WELL AS AIR COVER; HE 
FURTHER INFORMED IT WAS BELIEVED BY THE ARMY THAT ANY ATTEMPTED 
ATTACK ON THIS BASE FROM THE EAST, WEST OR NORTH -COULD POSSIBLY 
BE REPELLED BY FORCES ON THE EAST -OR WEST COAST BUT HE WAS PERTURBED 
ABOUT ANY ATTEMPTED ATTACK FROM THE SOUTH OF UNITED STATES BORDER 
IN MEXICO. HE FELT IN VIEW OF SPARSE SETTLEMENT THIS WESTERN 
COUNTRY PLANES. COULD COME TO ALBUQUERQUE, NSV MEXICO FROM MEXICp 
UNDETECTED IN AN ATTACK AND REQUESTED ALL INFORMATION THIS OFFICE 
HAD REGARDING SUBVERSIVE ELEMENTS. SOUTH OF BORDER. HE FURTHER 
INFORMED THAT SHOULD THIS; ONE INSTALLATION BE KNOCKED OUT IT WOULD 
COMPLETELY DISRUPT PROGRAM RELATIVE TO ATOMIC BOMB AS THIS APPARENTLY 
FINAL. KEY ASSEMBLY ’POINT. THIS OFFICE HAS FURNISHED MAJOR KOLSTER 
ALL KNOWN PERTINENT DETAILS RELATIVE TO INTERNAL SECURITY MATTERS 
WITHIN THIS DIVISION;- BUREAU REQUESTED IF DEEMED. ADVISABLE TO- 
FURNISH ANY INFORMATION REGARDING SUBVERSIVE ELEMENTS IN OLD MEXICO ' ■ 
TO THIS OFFICE FOR TRANSMITTAL TO MAJOR KOLSTER. THIS INFORMATION v'
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OFFICE. MEMORANDUM - UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO : MR. LADD ‘ LATE: April .22, 1948 - .

FROM : H. B. FLETCHER - ' . . - '

. SUBJECT: ARMY MANEUVERS
RICHLAND,. WASHINGTON
ATOMIC ■ENERGY INSTALLATION - "

SAG. Wilcox, Seattle,- called at 2:00 P.M. and stated that he had 
been contacted this. morning .by Major Gustorf of G-2.,. 6th Army Presidio, 
San Franci sco * He advised that within the.: next few days 700' troops Wquld 
take part in maneuvers in Richland, Washington# They will leave. Fort, Lewis,. 
Washington, tomorrow. He stated that these maneuvers have been instructed because 
the international situation and the domestic situation indicated that there* -might - 
be some type of demonstration on May 1st. Re. stated that there was no definite 
information that any overt act would Occur on that date but that 'they had pieced 
together little pie.Ces of information and the .Army had been alerted.

Jn. explanation of this, he stated that radar is. being established 
throughout the entire West. The* Army Air Force in California in the vicinity of 
San Francisco* it being armed. A regiment has recently been, sent to. Alaska for 
maneuvers though, in fact, it. is a; maneuver Aon the ground..’’- Thb-group participating 
in the maneuvers. at Richland, ’will consist of two. battalions which are hot of full 
strength and some aircraft artillery.. There will also be ,a cavalry’reconnaissance 
group. ' .

General Pate, Head of G-2 at Presidio, has been advised by Army Head
quarters, Washington, that no .significance is. to be attached to the instructions for 
these, maneuvers. However, Brigadier General Myer of Fort Lewis who will, be in charge 
of maneuvers will be tol.d that'it ip not just a maneuver'-. Major Gustorf abated, 
that there would be also. Counter intelligence maneuver and approximately four 
CIO Agents will maneuver in the area and question civilians ahd law enforcement 

\ officers concerning strangers in the vicinity apd Air Corps flights,.-

In other words, tnere would be an overlapping into the field of the 
Bureau and tney want the Lelimitation Agreement ignored during the period pf maneuver 
to last for 2 or 3 weeks., Major Gustorf explained that some of. the Agents might 

‘ blunder into pur sources # He suggested that Agents participate in the maneuvers 
with the ..QIQ1 Agents.. He ,also stated that there- would oe- considerable patrolling 
dope and these patrols might .come across some civilian add might take, him for a ride 
to question him. He wanted to know whether or not the Bureau would want to handle 
the ’questioning of such civilians.

SAC Wilcox stated that he told Major Gustorf that he would .not place " 
Agents into this maneuyer as indicated nor would he Undertake the questioning of 
any civilians picked up by Army patrols becausb they had been illegally detained 
and arrested-, 1 asked -S.AC Wilcox whether or not the Seattle Office had furpished 
to 0^2 loyally all available, information about subversive .groups in the vicinity of

REC0RDED-4J



MEMORANDUM TO MH. LADD

Richland and he answered "ceitainly11..

SAC Vn'ilcoX further pointed .out to Major Gustorf that ff Army personnel 
were going around questioning people .on the street, most anything'could happen 
and the Major stated that of course the men would handle their contacts under 
pretext and believes that they had planned to take the law enforcement officers 
into their confidence'. It was nosed*, however, that. Major Gustorf explained that 
the CIO men were inexperienced. " , _

Major Gustorf also Said that if np actual .disorder occurred they ’would 
have one simulated or set up for training purposes. Major Gustorf emphasised 
throughout that they had no: definite information that any disorder was. going to 
occur.

"4

RECOdMENDATIONA

It is recommended that SAC Wilcox be instructed not to participate in 
these'maneuvers in» any manner.. He should, inform Major Gustorf that G-2 had been 
fully informed .as- to all subversive organizations and individuals in the ftichland 
area. Having in mind the needs of the Bureau to maintain its coVerage not only 
during the maneuvers but afterwards) the Bureau will not consent, to any waiver 
of the' provisions of one Delimitation Agreement.

Addendum: 1 -

SAG Wilcox was. advised at 5:10. p.m, today that Agents are not.'to 
participate in these maneuvers in any manner. He Was^further informed that 
the Bureau will not consent to the waiver of the provisions of the Delimitations 
Agreement for the purpose of this maneuver. J further advised him that G-2 
Headquarters in Washington, D.> 0.., had expressed the opinion that this was in 
fact ridiculqus and they were c'dmmuhicating. with. Army authorities on the west 
Coast.

HBEicmw '
Director's dictation:

•'-I most heartily agrees 
See- that C—2 puts a, stop 
to this atrocious clan. 

’ ’ ‘ ' H."

T 2
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states SBepartmaritof ifnsfirr
- -940 First National Building 

Oklahoma City 2, Oklahoma
May 4y 1948- >■

't - PERSONAL AND CON

Director, FBI

Dear Sir:
6JU

Inversion bp airplanes

‘ i

5*

Mr. N 
Mr. R 
Mr. Tracy.. 

onw,
IALu 

r. XIarJ>o. 
r. Mohr ...

Mr. Pennington 
i Mr. Quinn Tanu 
Mr. Neese......

Remy let dated August 13,«1947, captioned as above. yg per 

Please be advised that|____________  Chief Investigator,
Security Office, Oklahoma City Air Depot, has confidentially advised this 
Office that the B-36 bomber has failed to meet the Army Air Force test and 
will not get into production as originally planned by the Army Air Force. 
_____________(stated that the Army is now outfitting B-29 bombers, vzith additional 
gas tanks for longer-rahge bombing missions. He advised that the Army at the 
present time does not have any long-range bombers capable of flying to Russian 
occupied territory and return. fronJxbases in Alaska or in the. United-States. 

’'X " ~7 ' 1 , . ________ 1  ....... mi ...

A

0

i

L____________ (likewise advised that all bombardiers presently assigned
to the Oklahoma City Air Depot have been ordered to attend a school of two 
months duration. b6 Per Army

।

< .He stated the general consensus among the ”brass” was that we would
move out of Berlin and leave, it to the Russians. This opinion has been formed 
by these Officers due to the fact that we are not now in a position to meet 
any challenge from the Russians, He stated he. has heard nothing concerning 
the remainder of occupied Germany but advised that the. Air Force .realizes that 
it has to have ,closer bases in order to effectively bomb Russia in the event 
of war. .. yg per j\rmy

I I advised that plans have been formulated for a three
shift work day at the Oklahoma City Air Depot and this could be put into 
operation in three hours time in the event of hostilities. According to v

L the Oklahoma .City Air Depot has a sufficient backlog 'qfpemhiijbyees 
to carry but this program with 'ho difficulty - * '0
S ---------------------------------------1., ' ( । $. -‘u’-’ ’ “ ■'___ [stated that' plans have; been formulated for tH<£ detention 
of employees employed at the Oklahoma City Air Deport who are<^opnksider,ed; to .be 
Communist JRarty- memberfd nA sympathizers. He did. not state whether the plans 
were for the detention of civilian^of’/^iiitary employees.

RECORDED ■ 41 ,
W^8 1948'



Letter to the Director - May 4, 1948 b6 Per Army

According to| | the Army Air Force Command is revamping
its Security Division into four sections* He "was unable to furnish the 
breakdown of these sections by States but stated that it was his understand- . 

' ing that the headquarters for one section would be located in Oklahoma City. . 
। In this respect^ he advised that efforts are presently being made to obtain 

space in the First National Bank..andTrust Company Building/Oklahoma City, 
- as headquarters for oneseotion. As the Bureau is aware, this is1 the building 

I in which the Oklahoma City Division offices are located* b6 Per Army 
___ name should be kept confidential at all times and 

should not be divulged outside the Bureau.

Very truly yours.

DRSjGAC 
67-

Charge



TO
J ,

'*1 FROM

standard form no. 64

• UNIT!

DATE: May 19, 1948

SUBJECT:

MR,

V, ------ Y I
DETENTION OfiffllR FORCE. PERSONNEL IN THE EVENT OF HOSTILITIES

£

GOVERNMENT

>Mr. Totley 
wf. Glavln.

Lad 
-Mr. Nlc 
Mr. Ros 
Mr. Trac 
Mr. Carson 
Mr. Egan ~ 
ISr. Hendon 
Mr. Pennington 
Mr. Quinn Tarn_____
Tele. Rooa I

The Special Agent in Charge at Oklahoma^-dty has advised the 
Director by letter dated May 4, 1948, entitlej^tonversion of Airplanes” 
that it had been ascertained that plans have oeeniormulated^f or—the 
detention of employees at the OlcI^bm^CiijCATrlDepot^whp^are considered.

--2LX riu-by memoers or syrngayriazers.----------- -------------------------------- iss Gant^gHZZ:

Pursuant to your instructions, Mr. Reynolds contacted Lieutenant Colonel^ 
I of the Intelligence Division of the Air Force. Colonel I I stated 

that the Air Force has given some thought to the .detentions fhA-t-r Force .personnel ' 
but these thoughts have not taK.en_any_d.efinite„-form. Colonel pointed out >
that it is contemplated in the event of hostilities that the Air Force military 
personnel would be detained in special military units. He indicated that as far as 
the civilian employees of the Air Force are concerned, it is contemplated that they 

' will have been previously investigated by the FBI under the Loyalty Program, and if 
/sufficient information is developed, they .will have been separated. He pointed put 
Ithat short of this, the individuals will probably be denied access to, any classified 
/information and all of the facts turned over to the FBI for any action.the Bureau 
/desires to take regarding internment.

Colonel[ was quite desirous of assuring Mr, Reynolds that the Air 
Force would formulate no definite plana regarding the handling of civilian 
subversives in the Air Force without prior consultation and coordination with the 
FBI.

I

b6 Per AFOSI 
b7C
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TO 5 Director<r’£Z2

•"»-;®‘ 1

UNITED -STATES GOVERNMENT

FROM

DATE: August 11,

Tolson 
Ur. E. A. 1'ma 
Ur. Clegg . 
Ur. Olavln" 
Ur. UOdl .•'" 
Ur. N1cmXK2^~" 
ur. Rosen— 
ur. Tracy"~ ' 
Ur. Egan____________
Ur. Curnea" 
Ur. Haroo '

■Ur. Mohr 
ur. PennTfSUn ' " • 
ur. Qulr.n Tam 
Tele. Rooa_________
Ur. Naas. ~~~ 
uiss Hoiam—

telegram forwarded by the Department of State to various missions.1'--” -------
and consulates in Yfestern"European and Middle Eastern countries. - —
This telegram bearing the date July 26, 1948 reads as1 follows:

subject: J^CJJATLOUELANSMhj. S
Si S--——~-~2___________ 21TZ. <<{ CITIZENS IN VEST___________ _ EUROPE
AND THE MIDDLE EffiST------ ----

The Bureau is in.receipt of a top secret outgoing

“Imperative all completed plans for evacuation 
Amcits your district be submitted immediately-Admiral 
Conolly, Commander-in-Chief, USNF, Eastern Atlantic 
arid Mediterranean and that those in preparation be 
submitted sobnest possible. Please report.

Marshall’1

On August 4, 1948 an incoming telegram was. received from the 
State Department through Liaison channels. This telegram was submitted 
to the Secretary of State by a State Department representative in Cairo, 
•Egypt, bearing the date July 28, 1948. The telegram indicated that a 
sourc^clqsely connected with exiled Royalty in Egypt’ reported that 
KirjOarouk of that country is transferring a great deal of his fortune . 
to -Switzerland, the Ifaited States, Canada, and Mexico. Farouk, accord-? 
ing to this same source, stated that in the event of serious disorders 
in Egypt he has no interitions of remaining in. that country but will de
part immediately by private plane. His destination, was not named.

The telegram also stated that reasonably reliable sources 
reported that Earouk has counseled members of the Royal family to put 
away “nest eggs’* abroad.

ACTICN:

None.
■ • fr* fr •

The above is submitted for your information.

RECORDED ■35

INDEXED - 35
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TO
s 

FROM

2D STATES GOVERNMENT

MR. D. M. LADD

H. B. FLETC

^BRIEFING ON%TRATEGIC VULNERABILITY

September 27, 1948

1948date: September

Ro 
Tr
Eg ______
Gurnea 
Harbo
Mohr lirn"*ri ■
Pennington 

™. Quinn Taaf 
Tele^Rooa^—* 
Ur. Nease 
Miss Gandy""’ *

Mr. Glav 
Mr. 
Mr.

• Mf. 
Mr. 
Ar. 
nr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

SUBJECT:
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINS
Harkin i.*> 
except where shown
OTHERWISE

In accord Tri.th your instructions, Messrs. Fletcher, Whitson 
Cleveland attended a briefing at Room 2E789, Pentagon* Building,

m Tolson 
E; A. TaES

and Cleveland attended a briefing at Room 2E789, Pentagon*Building, 
beginning at Is 00 p.m. today onthe.subjectmatter of the Strategic 
VulnerabilityoftheUnite'd "States from the Standpoint of its Industrial 
Potentials. This briefing, Yzhich was merely a preliminaiy to the three- 
day briefing occuring from September 29 through' October 1, 1948, covered 
five main subject matters. The first dealt T/ith the broad strategic 
vulnerability of United States industry, in which it -was pointed out thab 
many of the necessary materials for industry were produced in single plants ' 
and that.our big industrial concentration for the most part was in the 
Northeast Central region. The second phase of the briefing dealt with the 
vulnerability of communications. This involved not only the vulnerability 
of long lines, but also of outside and inside apparatus, as well as the 
difficulty of replacement parts. Here again, it was pointed out that a 
relatively small number of key factories provided all of the various 
components of the electronics industiy which are necessary for communication^.^

1

The.third phase of the briefing covered the strategic vulnerability 
of the chemical industry in the United States where, more than in any other 
field, production is limited to one factory and even operates under one roof. 
Here, for the first time, was stressed the dependence of many phases of 
American industry on imports of raw materials from abroad. An example of 
concentration of pure chemicals was given in the case of metallic sodium 
in which, as is already well known to the Bureau, a plant at Niagara Falls, 
New York, and a plant at Baton Rouge, Louisiana, furnish the entire output 
for the United States. It was indicated that both of these plants could be 
sabotaged 100 per cent by_a sh 
process.... (v

Q 
bJ

$

lines used in the

The fourth portion of the briefing covered the world aspect of 
United States dependence on imports for its war potential. It was shown 
that 60 per cent of the raw materials needed in the war effort must be 
imported; 26 per cent from Latin America; 5 per cent from Mexico; five per 
cent from Southeast Asia; four per cent from the South Pacific area; eight 
per cent from Canada; and Greenland and twelve per cent from Africa. It was 
pointed out that strategically we receive, nothing of importance from ary 
area outside the Western Hemisphere north*of‘the 38th meridian and that' 
the strongest Soviet thrusts are 6ccurring} in 'those area!s along jthe 38th 
meridian which would effect our ac^

The fifth portion of the briefing'^ealt with the;possl’'_____ *.*.-.
means of exploiting our strategic vulnerability. Mention was. mldfePof -SBvii 
use .of the atomic bomb, of guided missies, of biological warfare, of long— , 
range bombing of either the convential -type bomb or atomic bombj“andT of-----
controlled sabotage immediately prior to a hostile, .attacker coincidental^

520CTl41°4fl / ■



Memo for Mr. Ladd

■with a hostile attack* The Soviet war potential was for the most part 
negligible as a factor for an attack against the United States at this 
time, with the exception of their submarine fleet, which, of course, could 
prevent the receipt of raw materials and might .be used as firing platforms 
for guided missies and other such weapons._

——=- - Of possible interest to the Bureau it was pointed out that the
Soviet merchant fleet and the. supply vessels, of the Soviet Navy are not 
believed at this time sufficiently numerous to provide supplies for a 
division of troops which the Soviets might land in ‘Alaska. (yj

A definite impression was gained that in considering the strategic 
vulnerability of the United States they were disregarding any possibility 
of the United States having bases in Europe or that Western Europe could be 
counted upon for supplying anything of military value to the United States./*

One point was stressed by the last speaker to the effect that with 
air bases on the British Isles or even in Iceland the Soviet air fleet 
at the present time could not stage any more than one-way bombing runs 
on the Continental United States with their present B-29, of which it was 
estimated they have approximately 100 and which fleet could not be materially 
increased up to and including the year 1955. A rather flat statement was 
made that the Russians do not have the atomic bomb, and the earliest estimate 
as to when it could be perfected would be 1950 or more possibly 19’53^^^

The destructive power of the present atomic bomb was described 
as total destruction for 2^- square miles and partial destruction for an area 
of 10 square miles.' Possible radiation effects were said to be 20 square 
miles* One bomb dropped over* the reflecting pool of V/ashingtqn would make 
the City of Washington uninhabitable. Seven such bombs well placed would 
destroy New York City, Newark and Jersey City^x^

HBF:LW:cmw
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UNITED SSV^BS- GOVERNMENT

TO : DIRECTOR DATE: $/j.7/48

from : CLYDE TOLSON

.SUBJECT:

Ur. Tolson 
Mr. Clegg__________
Ur. Olarln_________ ■
Mr. Ladd
Ur. Nichols
Mr. Rosen__________
Ur. Tracy________ ~
Ur. Egan
Ur. Curnea_________
Mr. Harbo__________
Mr. Mohr 
Mr. Pennington____
Mr. Quinn Tana

_ Tele. Rooa_________
Mr. Haase 
MISS Holaes 
Miss Gandy_________

j Attached is a copy of memorandum
transmitted by Secretary of Defense lames For re st al to 
Secretary of the Air Force Stuart Symington requesting 
Symington to undertake /d^siudy an^4gtnalj/5is -b/ internal security 
on q Government-wide basvs. . -3E. T' ~ *-. ~~

Hr, Symington called me on Thursday, September 16, with 
further reference to this matter, he' having discussed it with me 
previously, I told Mr, Symington that I had discussed the matter 
briefly with you; that you felt he should undertake the job with 
the assistance of General Carroll and the ex officio assistance 
of the Bure.au, I pointed out the fact that it. is obvious domestic 
security and intelligence is in a much better condition than foreign 
intelligence at the present time and I called his attention to the 
existing foreign intelligence setup under CIA which, although we 
are not intimately familiar with its Operations, certainly has 
rendered very little assistance to the Bureau since its formation, 
I also referred to the coriic s'etiip of OSS. which was infiltrated 
with subversives, fellow-travelers, and misfits. .1 explained the 
SIS jurisdiction of the Bureau in the Western Hemisphere during 
World War Two and its effectiveness and accomplishmentsi T pointed 
out that you did not feel that you should undertake, a survey of tjhis 
kind, since Mr, Symington wanted to make such a recommendation, 
because of the unfriendly attitude of certain elements of the govern
ment, I also explained the situation pertaining to the special study 
of CIA presently being made by Mr. I Per afosi

------------- 1 b7C
Mr, Symington advised me on Thursday that he had" in mind 

writing a letter to Secretary. Forrestal declining to make the survey 
because of the dye date of October 15 and- because of his responsi
bilities as Secretary of the Air Force, He planned to recommend 
that it was obvious that one man should head up the job of running 
internal and foreign intelligence and security, 
not 
wo

He stated he was 
lanning to place your name in the letter but he thought it 

be obvious that he was referring to you,,

^Mf. /Symington went on to s 
'et up a policy committee with o 

Secretary pf State, the. Secretary Oi

fih&t he felt there should. ( 
harman and with the v 

;ense ana*'the Attorney General

COPIES DESTROYED 
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as members, I pointed out to Mr, Symington that I thought his 
letter was very bad; that obviously it would not be possible for 
you to accept the Chairmanship of a committee consisting of cabinet 
officers and that if anyone other thah you were placed in such a 
position it would mean that that individual would, in effect, take 
over the operation of the FBI, Army, Navy and Air Force, He had 
not thought of this angle and stated that obviously this was not 
intended by him. He then stated he would have General Carroll come 
over this morning and shaw me the letter to see if we could work 
out some other procedure, 

------------- I confenred^wijih frenergl Carroll this morning, I pointed 
out the same objections to Mr, Symington rs plan tbhim and he ioas-------
in entire agreement with my observations, I then told him that 
I had mentioned the matter briefly to you and that you felt the 
solution to this whole problem was to reinstitute a program similar 
to that of SIS wherein Army, Navy and Air Intelligence would handle 
intelligence matters within their own jurisdictions and the FBI 
would handle, domestic intelligence and security and, if desired, 
could expand a program similar to SIS on a worldwide basis, I 
reminded him of the effectiveness of this setup in World War Two, 
explained the frequent conferences between the. intelligence heads 
of the various agencies, I also explained to him that as was true 
during World War Two such a setup as this could call before it 
representatives of other interested agencies such as Treasury, 
Commerce, Immigration, etc, and when matters arise within their 
jurisdictions of interest in the internal security and intelligence 
fields they could be worked out by the joint intelligence heads. 
General Carroll was in complete agreement and will try to convince 
Mr, Symington that he should make a general recommendation along 
this line to Secretary Forrestal in the event he continues in his 
view that he should not make the survey,

genera,! Carroll indicated that possibly Secretary Forrestal, 
who has not been in agreement with Secretary Symington in all respects 
may have unloaded his'problem-on Symington on the theory that re
gardless of what recommendation he makes it will get Symington "in 
dutch" with various agencies of the government.

General Carroll wondered what the position of the National 
Security Council would be in the event of a setup such as the one 
to which I referred, I told him that I was not entirely familiar 
with the responsibilities of the Council, General Carroll feels that- 
some recommendation will come out of the various .studies with 
respect to internal and foreign security and intelligence but 
apparently the^powers that beware reluctant to make any recommenda
tion at this time which would indicate a lack of confidence in CIA 
since to do so might reflect unfavorably upon the present administra
tion in the forthcqming election. He stated he would discuss the 
entire matter further with Secretary Symington and if anything arose 
in which we were- interested he would keep us advised.

CT:BSS



TO DIRECTOR
FROM CLYDE TOLSON
SUBJECT:

DATE: a9/17/48

0

Late Efidafy General CarrjilT^c^led me statirig he 
had conferred further with ^ecreii.ar.u^^min.at.oji.,. jotyo is 
writing Secretar^Fcifestal decl in ing td^make the ' curity^ 
jsuryey but recbmmend4ng~~a~~setup similar to the old 8 
plan whereby Army, Navy and Air Forces will operate their 
intelligence services and one civilian agency jutil 1-opjer.ate 
domestic intelligence and foreign intelligence so far as 
subversive, economic and political matters are concerne 
Carroll stated that he was present when Symington telephoned 
Forrestal of his decision; that Symington stated in his 
opinion only one man was qualified^o operate the civilian 'f 
world-widb intelligence setup and Th

Mr. Tolson 
Mr. E. A. laca j 
Mr. Clegg •j>r 
Mr. Glavin"\ 
Mr. Udi« — Vr ■■" 
Mr. Nichols^-* ~r~ 
Mr. Rosen ” 
Mr. Tracy" 
Mr. Carson**" 
Mr. Egari *'"" 
Mr. Gurnea 
Mr. Harbo ' 
Mr. Mohr ~ 
Mr. Pennington - 
Mr. Quinn Tantf-""* 
Tele; Rooa •
Mr. Nease ?’ 
Miss Hola^'S"" "
Miss Gandy
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64

TO

UNITED

- FROM : V. P. KEAI

: M.

SUBJECT:

18

^GOVERNMENT

date: September 24^ 1948

Strategic vulnerabiuti conference at the intelligence
DIVISION OF THE ARM! ■ ' "

Mr. Tolson_____
Mr. E. A.
Mr. Clegg
Mr. Olavin_____
Mr. Ladd ' 
Mr. Nichdls 
Mr. Rosen 
Mf. Tracy- 
Mr. Carson 
Mr.‘Egan 
Mr. Guinea_____

Pursuant to your direction, Mr. Reynolds advised Maj or General 
A. R. Bolling that1 Mr. H. H. .Fletcher, Mr. Ush 'Whitson, and Mr. IT. V. 
Cleveland .have been designated by the Bureau to attend the three-day 
briefing in strategic vulnerability commencing at 9:00 a.m., September 29,. 
through October 1, 1948, in Room 2E789, Pentagon. ■

Mr. Haibo^  ̂
MI. Hendon ' 
Mr. Pennington 
Mr. Quinn Tasa 
Tele. Rood 
Mr. Neasef 
Miss BeahS

SSRstac

Mr. Fletcher, Mr. Whitson and Mr. Cleveland would also attend a special four-hour t 
briefing on September 27 at a time to be designated prior to that date.

In accordance with your instructions, General Bolling was advised that y

RECORDED - 61



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

n TO : THE DIRECTOR

UNITED S’ GOVERNMENT

FROM ;

SUBJECT:

D* M. Ladd

date: Sept emb
Mr. Cl*gg

. Glavlxir 
Mr. Ladd “ 
Mr. Nichols 
Mr. Ro san 
Mr. Tracy~ 
Mr. Carson” 
Mr. Egan 
Mr. Ournea 
Mr. Harbo “
Mr. Hendon^ a

With reference to the attached letter from G-2 g;

suggesting that th&y would be glad to brief you with' 
reference to thef^trategic..indusduiijal lo_cations in this -ft*
country, I would suggest that liaison orally adfijise G-2 
that by reason of your illness, you will not be availatfle ^jH 
for such briefing during this week*

It is noted that they also request that three members
of your staff attend a three day presentation of this same 
subject matter September 29 to October 1 inclusive* I
would suggest that Mr* H* B* Fletcher of the Security Division 
Mr* Lish Whitson, Unit Chief in the Espionage Section and 
Mr* W. V* Cleveland, #2 Man in the Internal Security Section, 
be designated to attend this three day briefing*

It is believed it would be helpful to the Bureau to ,r» 
knoio the area considered ,by the military forces as the most^&
Vulnerable*

If you approve, this 
section*
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K*
UR. D. 11. LADD

HR. H. D. FLETCHER

October 5, 1948

ALL INFORMATION CONTAIN© 
HEREIN IS UnCLASSIVD© < 

saoriar
OTHERWISE

As, instructed, Mr. Idsh Hhitson, Ur. 17. y. Cleveland, iir. H. B. 
Fletcher attended a three-day briefing on the strategic vulnerability 
of the. United States conducted by the Intelligence Division of the krny 
at the x’entagon Building, September 2$r 30 and October 1, 1948.

(U)
On August, 12, 1948, the various .Army Commands had been instructed 

to .make a survey of their areas of critical and vital installations and 
facilities which was apparently based upon the Vital Facility list furnished 
to tjie Bureau by Secretary of Defense Forrestal and which was likewise furnished 
to bur Field Divisions. The survey was also initiated because the Intelligence 
Division of the Army since July, 1946, has been engaged in a. study of the 
strategic vulnerability of the United States. It appeared that the various 
Army Commands had previously had representatives in Washington and they were 
given the results of this study of the strategic vulnerability. Their directive 
of August 12 was designed, to round out and make positive the results of the 
study which had been going, on for more than .two years • Thje program of the 
conference, therefore, involved principally the reports of the various Army 
Commands,

i

The various reports submitted’ by the Commands ate now being studied 
sb that they will come up with an over-all broad, complete study of the 
strategic vulnerability of the United States. It was understood that the 
Bureau will be furnished,: with either the copy of the completed study or will 
be furnished copies of the individual reports submitted by the. Various Army 
Commands or both.

(U)
The six different Army Commands were each allotted a two-hour 

period to present their studies. It is to be noted that the Military District 
of Washington, which is actually a part of the Second Amy area, also individually 
presented the results of its survey. It appeared that the surveys conducted 
by each Army covered the following: (TT;

1. Population.
2. Transportation facilities — railroad, highway, and inland water 

Telecommunications and the electronics industry.
’ : - steel, coal,, and. petroleum.

Natural resources - food, timber, ore deposits, cotton. 
Chemicals. 
Ordnance.
Bower and water supply. 
Subversive^ influences.

Si£==~’ 7'
•Mr. AanxrigUnV *3^ 

Itr. Qulrw Tassa^W- 
T«le. Roos ~r~ < Vi..
ta1. Nease f’l fl'.XJ=3p. fiQVS- I345

3
4. Basic industry
5. 21.______ /

7. i
ur. Tolson - Q 'ur. TiBa".:O*
ur. Cleet q .
Ur. Olavln 7 • •
ifir. Ladd * । 
Ur. mehdls~"'~~
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.1.

it was obvious that the study and survey had not included the 
industry involving machine tools and. it was contemplated. that the survey 
as it was continued would coy® the industrial facilities with particular

It was noted that in presentation of the material the various Army 
Commands a parently went? along with the results of the study which had been. * 
going on for two years but they did in some instances indicate that somethings 
which had been pointed out as critical and vital, as; a result of the study 
were not, in f act,-critical and vital and ^econne'iiddd their deletion. In 
contrast thereto they made recommendations for the addition of other installations; 
and facilities as being critical and vital(U)

It was apparent throughout the entire conference that the Intelligence 
Division of the Tier Department has. reached the conclusion that the Continental 
United states is not subject to enemy attack, having the U3pR in mind as. the 
enemy. At best there? wbuld be air attack which could, not be sustained and 
which would: be: merely psychological in effect, It is to. be noted, however, 
that the Fourth Army, which covers principally the Mexican Border, pointed out 
the distinct possibility of commando raids, originating from Mexico and the 
Fourth- Array’s particular concern.was the Sandia A^my Base and the .Dos Alamos 
Atomic Energy Installhtipru, The, Intelligence DiVision of the Array a parently 
reached the conclusion, that direct attack or assault is most improbable,

The whole tbnor of the conference, was that the survey pointed out 
that sabotage, was the most, potent weapon and that the industrial facilities 
of the nation and' other vital installations> ^particularly with reference to 
transportation and powerj were gop.d targets for sabotage agents, t&th 
reference to sabotage, the thinking of all of the Commands was that it would 
be organized and built up Within the existing Communist Party organization. 
Particular concern was expressed with reference io the infiltration of labor 
unions which would afford the most effective sabotage weapon through the 
instigation of slow-downs and strikes as well as individual acts of physical 

‘sabotage. । •

The various Army representatives commented that it bad been 
difficult fox* them to obtain information from certain segments of industry 
because of similar inquiries Doing made, presumably for similar purposes, 
by representatives of the Davy and Air Force since representatives of 
industry were reluctant to continually furnish the sane type of information 
to different-representatives of the National Military Establishment• (TJ)

- 2 -



2.

3.

Kg*

' ' In suftftary,. each Army Command presented recommendations along, the
fallowing lines:

li Screening of plant personnel in the vital industries. 

Increased plant guard forces plus training for- theft, 

A plan for continuity of the survey. ; ;
. 'i ' ‘l

Effective civilian defense organization. ' :

Increased use of mechanical protective devices by industrial 
facilities suchas trenches, lights^ alarms, watch towers. ..

Education of plant management and civilian 'authorities to 
assume' -responsibility for effective protection.

Stites of the. Intelligence -Division, during the course of the 
Conferences attended, outlined thd views of the Intelligence: Division of the 
Army in a rather startliftg fashion. ’Aith reference to- the atom bpftb he 
stated that .Russia does not- have the atom bomb and the: earliest date for them 
to have the atoft, bomb Would be 1950 and more probably mid. 1953. Even then, 
by 1955 they would have only a very small number of bombs* (U)

With reference' ip air attack on the United States he explained 
that the Russians have at the best 150 planes of the B-29 type; that these 
are the only planes which would have any Chance at all of attacking the United 
States and they could Only make a. one-way trip with a. maximum bomb load of five 
tons, A bomb, load of fiva tons would permit the carrying, of one atom bon±> 
only. Their potentiality for the building, of additional planes was such, that 
it could be expected by 1955 ihey would not have more than. 250 to 300 planes. 
Their potentiality of attack would not be increased by the fact that they would 
overrun Europe -or even. Iceland. (U)

Tilth reference to bacteriological Warfare;, be more or less brushed 
it aside, indicating that it would bo difficult to introduce-bacteriological 
agents as means of mass destruction and without the ability to spread this, 
material by air the potentialities were vory limited with the possible 
exception of plant diseases

Viith reference to attack on Alaska, he stated that the teOR does* 
not have sufficient, shipping, facilities to sustain a division in Alaska. 
He stated that they have not more than 430 ocean-going vessels in the merchant 
fleet, many of them at least 30 years old. Their shipbuilding facilities W



such that all they could hope for Is to replace existing ships up "to 1955; 
that if all of their shipbuilding facilities were-put to the task of making 
aircraft carriers they could perhaps' by 1955 build one good aircraft carrier 
and 15 of the smaller escort type, 'which would leave them, with carriers but 
with ho supply ships to keep them going.

Itith reference to .Soviet naval napabilities, he pointed out that 
the Soviets have a fleet of approximately 250 submarines, many of which were 
large vessels which could be used as firing platforms for guided missiles 
against targets not too far distant from the coast line of the United States. 
He indicated that, the Soviet submarine fleet was the most effective unit, of 
the Red Navy and could probably be used tellingly against our shipping at 
the immediate outset of any hostilities. He did not anticipate any appreciable 
number of; Soviet submarines equipped with the most highly developed German 
submarine equipment before 1953 • 'Nith reference to the launching of guided 
missiles from submarines he indicated that wouldonly.have a nuisance value 
apparently because accuracy would be uncertain. (U)

On the subject of sabotage he made particular reference to the 
Potomac River Railroad Bridge at Washington, D. ,C„ which is perhaps one of 
the, most vital transportation installations in. the United States since it 
carries all direct rail traffic from the feist to the South. Ho indicated it 
would take considerable explosives properly placed to destroy this bridge and 
that this was highly improbable because, haying in mind the. quantity of 
explosives, it would be difficult for anyone to get it carried out and properly 

- placed without being observed over a considerable period of time

A further illustration of. this impossibility of sabotage of such 
installations as bridges came up during the conference when one of the Army 
Commands indicated that a truck load of explosive driven out bn the George 
Washington Bridge at New fork City and exploded would do nothing. Even a truck 
exploded in Holland Tunnel similarly laden with explosive would, not destroy 
the Tunnel(IJj

Mr. Stites also.’discussbd civilian morale and. his talk dealt 
particularly with air attack bn the United States. Ho stated that a surprise 
air attack would be the most effective as it yrpuld .seriously break up civilian 
morale, but that intermittent and saturation bombing apparently does not have 
the. effect of breaking morale unless it is sustained over a very long.period 
of time. He pointed out that in Germany and.Great Britain, which did not 
experience surprise attacks such ah Pearl. Harbor, it. was found that the people 
were very prone to stay at home regardless bf the .destruction which was beihg 
created around them. Nith. reference to Germany, so long as the anti-aircraft-^ 
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defense was kept up the bombings did not have- a. demoralizing effect but as 
soon as anti-aircraft and fighter planes wore exhausted the people’s morale 
broke and they were convinced they lost the war. In Japan, the Doolittle raid 
caused some panic because the people had all been built up to the fact that it 
couldn’t happen there. However, after intermittent bombing started, they, too, 
stayed at home. Even the big fire raid on Tokyo caused no panic. The atom 
bomb had no particular effect on morale immediately because it was kept quiet. 
Actually the atom bomb attacks on both cities -were of a surprise nature. Yihcn 
the first atom bomb was dropped apparently no one was expecting any trouble 
because there >was only ode plane in the air. When the second atom bomb was 
dropped the people were similarly lulled in Security because; they were not ad
vised of the attack of the one plane at the other point. After word got around 
about the atom bomb in Japan the people in the various communities or cities 
were prone to run out of town when even a single plane appeared in the sky and x 
it was unfortunate but true that the officials of the city were, the first outw

He stated that, if a bomb were dropped oh 'Washington it could be ex
pected that |he people would im>vo but and a-big problem would occur because 
others hearing ofthe attack would move in to see what had happened* ,TT, 

In summing up ho stated this: Any type of air attack coupled With
propaganda could create-a panic but if Governmental officials would give the 
proper reassurance at the time, the panic cbuld probably be averted. However, 
if an atom bomb wore used he stated that a panic could be expectedj&<^(U)

During the coiirso of the conference Colonel Beors, Director of the 
Office of Civilian Defense in the Office of &C£e.tary Forrestal,. explained 
the’ development of the Civilian Defense Organization to date. He indicated 
that it was believed the proposed organization would be approved and would be 
in the press ina matter nf days. The civilian defense program outlines three 
steps, in organization:•rgamzaui on: (ff j

1. The development in the individual of self-help.

2. A policy of mutual assistance between individuals or groups 
of individuals within a certain community.

3. A reserve mobile unit be bet wp on a state-wide, basis in
battalions of approximately 500 well-organized, well-trained groups, who could 
be moved in to take care of any disaster or eventuality which proyed ,to be !U)’ 
beyond the control of the local community. .

X1 j ■ ■



With roferenceto .plant protection, the Civilian .Defense 
zation apparently ■will not concern itself too greatly witn this problem. 
Their proposal is; to pour a lot of ideas into a funnel on plant protection, 
have ah oyer-311 basic plant protection program and then have it applied 
by the interested military agency, whoever that might be. This basic plant 
protection program or plan would become a part of the contract entered into 
by the interested armed service and then in their inspection and supervision 
of the work being conducted: under the contract, they would check up on the 
plant protection system which would be a contractual obligation of the industrial 
facility " - * ;u;

70ne of the speakers pointed out that the. civilian defense has been - 
already orgardzed in Great Britain and was in part implemented* In contrast 
to the American Approach thp, civilian defense plan of .Great Britain is con-. 
sidered a problem?bf the Anny rather than a civilian group or organization. 
Th Great Britain civilian defense taken precedence for the military oyer 
everything but the actual repelling of an invasion although in Great Britain . , 
the primary responsibility in a given area roots with the civilian government* JO

On the last day of the conference the Intelligence Division pre
sented for the consideration of those in attendance a. sabotage plap. It was. 
indicated that certain assumption's were made that a ft-bay had bepn's.et> at 
which time the USSR would open a broad scale offensive. The, assumption also 
was that there had been act up in tho United States art effective, trailed 
•sabotage group which; had certain targets outlined for them. She sabotage 
efforts wero'tp begin seven days before D-Day and, of course, the main effort 
would be’ made on D-Day. It was alto assumed'that the Soviets were not in 
possession of thb atom. bomb. The development of the sabotage plan was pre
sented by rfeans of wire nows, tickpr seryiep and illustrated that the- first 
move would probably be slow-downs and strikes: in key industries with, ,a few 
targets of opportunity biging^^made, subjects of direct sabotage such as a 
ship befng set on fire. V

In development;7of the plan the targets of priority were as follow^) t

Strategic aircraft. A

Atomic bomb crews. I

Aviation fuel. I3.

Aviation engines4.

5. Signa,! communications. )

6

7

Ocoariic shipping, 

Basic industries.
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8. Transportation. I
9. Industrial plant of the United States generally. I

Among interesting developments .of tho sabotage plan were race 
riots in Detroit, Los Angeles, Chicago and Washington. William Z. Foster, 
Chairman of the Communist Party, was shot and killed so as to give the Soviets 
and the Cormtmists in the United States soma propaganda ammunition. An attempt 
was made to .assassinate President. Truman. He was critically wounded. Attempts 
were made on the lives of the, Commanders of the Army areas,, bne particularly 
being "killed. The FBI became the target for sabotage in that Communist Party 
members phoned FBI offices' all .across the United States furnishing false reports 
on. sabotagcand Communists -so as to divert the FBI Agent personnel to useless 
projects. um

There was also a short, discussion bn anti-aircraft defenses which 
would indicate that anti-aircraft gun batteries are not effective by themselves 
in creating an ideal defense. At 25,00Q feet with an ideal, arrangement of 
batteries; it is possible to hit one-attacking bomber traveling 350 miles an 
hour 90^ of the time. The mono attaclring planes and- the highef' their 
.altitude the less probability of h killing hit. (IT) *

There wad some discussion for providing continuity in the survey^ 
that is, so that it would be continued And kept current. Tho iisuediato 
suggestion was a- card index system.- The' card index system will be, set up 
prinarily using the product of the industry as jthe control and all pertinent 
information would be contained: on. the card.

Tho conference was also advised that defense plans for the United 
States, bad already been sent to the various Amy Commanders. One plan 
covers the period up to Juno 30, and another plan covers the next 
fiscal year. JMo to their obvious confidential character they wore hot dis
cussed in detail at the conference^ but were the subject of a special con
ference involving, the. Rians and derations. Officers.

-It was also pointed out. that At this tiftd ^Oyepal programs. were 
receiving attention which had direct reference to the national defense. Tor 
example, the National Security Pouncil is studying the problem of unconventional 
attack upon tho United States. This study, which includes Lidlpgical warfare, 
is being handled by the? State, Army,; Havy, Air Forces Coordinating Committee. 
A plan is also being considered for a dispersal of Government functions from 
Ifashington, P* 0. in the: event of hostility.. Another planning program relates 
to the coordinated efforts of ‘the Army and NAvy f Or the defense' of ports and 
harbors. The military establishment is engaged in. active, planning with 
Canada for the defense of the northern portion of the Continent and, of course, 
the Joint Chiefs of .Staff with the heads of the Army, Navy and Air Force 



are engaged in offensive planning. It was announced bythc Hans and 
Operations Officers' Wat the responsibilities Of the Military 'Establishment 
in. connection with the enemy alien program ’would constitute an annex 
to the basic? defense jplan when that had bepn settled. (jj)

poring the course of the conference several references were made 
to the BBI which were pomplteehtary.. First it was noted that all .of the Army 
CormandS had placed reliance op the Bureau’s ability.tp wood out subversives 
and to give proper warnings of" possible sabotage. All of their language 
"was to the effect that the fpi would handle this problem properly. 'ft&S'’.. (jj)

Xt wus the? unanimous opinion of those that were in attendance 
that the Bureau should bo cognisant Of the results of the .survey being made 
and should bo kept current on the identities of vital facilities and industries 
because in. that way the Bureau could; effectively direct its. investigative 
effort. *thO Second ixity representative .said that Special Agent strength 
of the FBI should be kept at the top. limit at all times., A Signal, Officer, 
Colonel, A. Fulsifr, Second Army representative, also made constant reference 
to screening personnel at. key facilities to moot “FBI standards.” Ife did not 
explain wliat FBI standards were but everyone apparently understood that the 
standards wore high.. An explanation of FBI standards was found in the Colonel’s 
remarks when he pointed out that their civilian personnel at, their communis 
cation facilities were screened under the loyalty Brogram but thereafter that, 
messages were banded over to commercial facilities Where there was. no screening 
.and so? he Obviously intended screening in line Mth the to^liy Brogram.

Major General Charles X. Uolte commented concerning the results .of 
the various surveys submitted by the Six Armies and warned that they should, 
be practical at all timed and Stated that in his opinion the information they 
wpre gathering and compiUhg was of value th other agencies and pointed, out' 

. that particularly the FBI was intimately concerned and proper steps should 
be taken by the various Armies to be certain that the FBI is kept fully informed 
Ha also stated that tho FBI had these people (referring, to the Communists) 
protty well covered and identified ahd that they could rely oh

During the course, of the remarks of Colonel Beers on the civilian 
defense organisation, a direct question-was asked of mb as- to whether or npt 
the BuTcdu -was going to, make any pliht surveys. I, told. h£m that We did, pot 
have any plan, program or appropriations to handle anything dealing with plant, 
surveys at this time.. Colonel Beers also inquired whether the Bureau was in 

’ agreement tfith the theories proposed by the, Cffice of Civilian Boiense as 
regard to plant protection*. directresponse wasipade to this question |



ad it was pointed out that Bureau representative Assistant Biracbc^ H. 11. 
Clegg undoubtedly had boon? consulted kith regard to the civilian defense 
planning.;

ACTIOS:

Through liaison it is. rccorr.endcd that the /roper follorr up bo 
made so that the Bureau sodufcs copies of the survey torials submitted 

 

by the various, Arny Corzaan.ds and the over-all strategic vulnerability study 
v/hen available so they could boprovided to the field tp indicate the 
critical industrial facilities and bthor installations as to which* the 
Military Lstablishnent is pppcernedA ,
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206 Dillingham Building 
Honolulu, T. H.

Mr. Tolson.
Mr. Clegg..

Glavin,

Mr.*Roscn 
Mr. Tracy; 
Mr.Egan.. 
Mr. Gurnca;..., 

; Mr. Harbo
Kfnhf*

PERSONAL AND CCTFIgSitflfeJPCnnI1Z™”'" ■ i,. ..... ...... Pennington-..—
। Mr.QulnnTaxam....

Mr. Neaso................

October 18, 1948

J. Edgar Hoover, Director, 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Hoover
b6 Per AFOSI 
b7C

tfs3.Ga

On October 17, 1948, Special Agent I_____________ | had occ;
sion to be in the company of Major LT_______  lff« 8. Air .
Force, who is ,en route to Nanking, China, as ai'de^t^an Air Force | 
Colonel. She commented with amazement at the lack of any show of con- z 
cem in the local Hawaiian press over the seriousness of the world 
situation and its blind concentration on minor local news.

I might note this is a fact and that except for members of 
the military, no one in the Islands seems to have any feeling of 
urgency about world conditions. b6 Per AFOSI

------ b7C

5

►

Ihis WAC officer, strictly confidentially, told SA| ।
she is connected with the Air Advisory Group. She stated she has spent 
the past two years at the Pentagon and that everyone there is sitting S
tensely just waiting for the shooting to begin. She stated she and 
the Colonel she is accompanying are en route to Nanking to join .approx
imately eighty other Air Force officers already there and she under? 
stands -she is to assist in a survey and evaluation of the situation-in

. China1; that it is her present understanding the Communists haye so 
infiltrated and disrupted the Kuomintang Government that it ,is- shout

’ to^disintegrate. She, confidentially advised _Mr. it Is the
> foe-ling of many in her Group that the shooting to involve us in vrar-is fl 

much more apt to>sjart in China than in Berlin and she expressed spine, // 
dqjS5t that she would arrive in Nanking before the disintegration kV Per "afosi^ 
actually taken place and the Communists taken over. ,.

ci . t n

It might also be noted that ‘Colonel]______  Intelligence, '
Staff Officer for Pacific Air Command, confidentially advised-me on 
October 15, 1948, that he understands, ,Jhe Higher Eschelon of -the Air 
Force is expecting the shooting war to s;tart not later than December 31, 
1948, and feels that it may start momentarily with the most minor * - 
incident

recorded - 2|^£/t!c 
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Mr. Hoover.. October 18, 1948.

Ihe above matters are undoubtedly in line with information you 
have in Washington but I am sending them on as they are comparatively 
startling here from any source other than your own admonitions to "be 
ready." Actually, the press, radio, and the general public here are 
completely oblivious to any such feeling as reflected above. There is 
no feeling whatever of urgency or even concern.

--------------- This office, of course, is extending every effort to comply— 
with your instructions but being extremely discreet because of the 
lackadaisical attitude of local press and officials, which would make 
any unusual activity on our part all the more noticeable.

Very truly yours,



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

. Office Menio^fiAum UNITED STATmS GOVERNMENT

-TO

FROM

SUBJECT:

MR. R. W. LAY/RENg

MR. V. P. • date: November 12 1948

ERTING KEWVPOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 
INSTALLATIONS IN THE EVENT OF AN EMERGENCY

Attached is a copy of a document received October 29, 1948, from 
Mr. Bruce Uthus, Chief, Physical Security, AEG, which sets .out the general 
instructions in connection with the plan for alerting key AEG install ationf: 
in the event of an emergency, pi general, these instructions provide that 
certaindesignated individuals shall be notifiedTin the event it is determined 
by the Commission that increased precautions are necessary due to the existence

Mr. Tolson_________
Mr. E. A. Tam' 
Mr. ciogg 
Mr. oiavXn 
Mr. Ladd 
Mr. Nichols' 
Mr. Rosen - -L 
Ur. Tracy" 
Mr. Egan -.......-
Mr. Gurnea 
Mr. Harbo ““ 
Mr. Mohr 1 
Mr. Pennington 
Mr. Quinn Ta?r»' 
Tale. Roos —“
Mr. Nease 
Miss Gandy" -

or the imminence of a situation indicating possible danger to Comroj nn 
installations. It provides for the notification to all area managers to be 
on the alert in the event of such an emergency. It appears that the emergency 
particularly referred to includes the possibility of sabotage and that the 
plan for emergency action includes the implementation of particular 
anti-sabotage procedures.

It appears that nothing contained therein is of particular interest 
to the Bureau and, therefore, no action should be taken in connection with the 
attached instructions.

Attachment

RWLjarm
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>ARO FORM NO. 64

TO

Mr/Tdlson.r^

WS/Sim • UNITED STEWES-GOVERNMT!N«E
I

FROM SAC, ANCHORAGE

DIRECTOR, FBI DATE: 11-30-48

SUBJECT: CONFERENCES WITH MILITARY AUTHORITIES

On 11-24-48 Lt. Col. MIKE IRVIN!

Cl

Mr.Glavin
Mr.
Mr.
Mr. Rosen
Mr. Tracy
Mr. Egan...,.,
Mr. GursCe ,...-

" Ifflr. Earfco ,.„y>
Mr.-Mohr .-

■Jlr. Quinn Taim
“PlAN. WHITE for the U. S. Army in Alaska dated 11-1-48. This plarjNca8e»-5- •’ 
is to be put into eff^n-h in d.i^±UKbann
of a major nature. It will be summarized as followst '

Protection of life and property and maintenance of law and 
order within the Territory is primarily responsibility of the 
Territory. Intervention with Federal troops will take place only 
after the Territory has utilized all of its forces and is unable 
to control the situation or when it is apparent that the situation 
is beyond the capabilities of the Territory.

Intervention with Federal troops may take place with or with- 
btit Presidential action or proclamation, depending upon the purpose 
of the intervention.

When the purpose is nramy-S*.—r ■■ .. ■ U

1 To aid the Territory or < I
2 To.enforce the laws of the United States within Alaska or
5 To protect the civil rights of citizens within Alaska.

^Intervention of Federal troops will take place only after the 
Secretary of Defense has so ordered and the President has published 
^proclamation demanding that the insurgents disperse and retire 
peaceably to their respective abodes within a specified time. (See 
Section ’5300 Revised Statute).

When the purpose is

1 To protect the property of the United States or
2 To protect vital national defense materials, premises

and utilities.

Unless a labor ^dispute is involved, no Presidential prolcamation 
or action is necessary >otther than an executive order in the case 
.ofGovernment seizure o^/.private property. When a "labor dispute 
is invo.lyed; 'iristructions'must be obtained, from the Secretary of 
Defense unless' danger or destruction is 'imminent.’ j <

. G '■ jV* ’’
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Except in rare cases requiring martial law, the character 
of action to be taken by Federal troops when ordered to quell civil 
disturbances will be that of the exercise of police powers. Military 
commanders must answer writs of a Federal Court, but, Federal troops 
will not be subordinate to State, Territory or Federal civil 
authorities, because in such situations they operate under orders 
of the President.

•Civilians apprehended and charged with offenses against 
the law of the land or against rules and regulations issued by 
the military, commanders, 3vill be_detainedJ only^vintid. .they can^be- —-— 
safely turned over to. Territory or Federal civil authorities,' 
except where otherwise specifically directed by the President or 
by the Secretary of Defense.

A combat force of sufficient strength could be used to 
insure the apprehension of the leaders of the unlawful elements 
and to disperse their organized supporters.

It may be necessary to use Federal troops to safeguard 
public utilities, transportation systems, etc., but ordinarily 
deputized civil authorities will provide the necessary protection.

All of the troops present, Army, Navy and Air are available 
for the execution of this plan. Ordinary military police units 
will be used, to quell 'minor domestic disturbances.

.There are no indications that any radical element in Alaska 
is in a position to bring about an overt rebellion with a view to 
overthrowing the Government. However, there is an element in Alaska 
inimical to the inter’est of the Government which might attempt to 
incite disorders and would eventually require the intervention of 
Federal troops to restore order. This element falls into two general 
classes. The first is nationals who may be loosely labeled as 
Communists and the second is agents and sympathizers of foreign 
powers, whose principles and ideals- are contrary to a democratic form 
of Government.

In the event of an emergency, forces available to combat .such’ 
groups would be the local police, U‘. S. Marshals, FBI, National ** ’ 

'Guard when organized*, Civil Air Patrol, Coast Guar.d, 'Army, Nayy,- 
and^Air Force units of the Alaskan Command.

, - The FBI is considered a civilian intelligence agency which
would., cooperate closely with the Army, but would not be subordinate.* 
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Alaska would be broken up into two priority areas.
5he first priority area would be Southeastern Alaska and the 
Anchorage-Whittier-Seward area. The second priority area would 
be anywhere in the Aleutian Islands or Alaskan mainland.

Colonel IRVINE advised me that should there be any 
change in these plans, he will inform me.

CffSsMR 
66-82
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
UNITED STATES IEPMTMENT SF JUSTICE

206 Dillingham Building 
Honolulu, T. H.

December 7, 1949*

PERSONAL

J. Edgar Hoover, Director, / t f '
Federal. Bureau of Investigation, 1-" • -J.. > V
Washington, D. 0.

Re:. SECURITY STATUS OF HAWAIIAN ISLANDS. b6 Pe: 
Dear Mr. Hoover ♦ b7c

Lt., Colonel. ______  Army* Intelligence, Captain[
Navy Intelligence, and Colonel I [Air Force intelligence, have
advised me confidentially that they have jointly agreed And Reported to their 
superiors, what they call "an, estimate of the situation.” Translated from the 
military jargon, this is their evaluation of the potential dangers, from a 
security and military viewpoint, ihc.ed by the mid-Pacific area, which, is to 
them the Territoiy of Hawaii.

These men list the primary danger as being one pf internal security, 
i.e., the potential sabotage, and subversive effects of the Communist element., । 
sabotage but sabotage through labor and political organizations*

In this r egard, T have brought to your attention . before the almost X
complete dominance by the. Communist element here, of the local Democratic sb
Party of the International Longshoremen’s and Warehousemen’s Union, which 
controls, not only all shipping but practically all local industry.

In s econd place these men place the possibility of submarine- attack 
by Russia against the Hawaiian Islands and in third place they rate*'the 
possibility of an air attack. I was not advised just’how far they went in 
belittling the probability or the effect of a submarine or .air attack on the 
Islands but verbally they thoroughly discount such attacks, first, for the 
reason that they could not be carried out with. sufficient strength to- have 
Any real, or lasting effect. and, Secondly, that an att$dk by either means in 
sufficient force tp. have more than a questionable morale value would be much 
too -costly to. justify against an, Objective, with as little present military 
value., as the Hawaiian Island.

It should be rioted that, according to the above three individuals^ 
in case of an. emergency in this area, Admiral DeWitt 0. Ramsey,. who is jy 
Comrnnder-in-Chief of the entire Pacific area, would automatically be the . 
ranking officer but. that, in the local area of the Territory of Hawaii, 
Lt., General John E. Hull would be the ranking officer and sould therefore 
be responsible for military protection af the Islands as.differentiated from . 
the entire Pacific area. “ *
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Mri Hoover. 12/7/48

Both from the- above-named intelligence officers and from my per
sonal conversations with General Hull and Admiral Lclforris, who is Comman
dant of the Hawaiian Area for 'the Navy, there is no doubt that these 
Command, Officers are kept fully advised of the local Communist situation 
and are personally very much concerned regarding it., This has now become 
merely a Staging base for the Air Force and they, accordingly, take only 
passing interest in the local situation.. b6 Per afosi

------- ------ b7C
Lt. Colonel and Captain______ have indirectly indicated

that although their- superiors are deeply concerned over the internal secur
ity situation,, their concern is for the substantive situation and hot in any 
way over the coverage we maintain. They appear to be entirely satisfied 
way over the coverage we maintain. They appear to be entirely satisifed. 
that the FBI has adequate coverage and is fully on top of the situationi

Respectfully,,

J. K.
special Agent in. Charge.

Director’s dotation’:

“Have we satisfied ourselves that we have this adequately covered? H.,(



Director, FBI

SAG, Atlanta

LIAISON RELATIONS, G-2, THIRD KRM34

May 17, 1949

-■1888

For the; .infcreation of the bureau. and interested offices, 
the Third Amy Area. has. instituted’under aa ^overall general 
emergency plan a plamiingboard'-uhich is settingup various, 
functions of the Third Ar^j^rs^ to. that it con act as an 
autonomous unit id ihe.bydit ®fv a natiorial emergency,, Cbionel 
J0I2I MEADE advised that each Army Area, w^a supposed-to have ready 
a plan and would be ejected to operate; as* an independent unit 
in the event they* are cut off from central headquarters in 
Washington.

Under these instructioris Colonel. JOHN MEAD3, G-2, Third Army,, 
called together a meeting .of' personnel for the.planningof the 
setting up of a Southeastern Area intelligence Center -which would, 
go into operation as a unit under situations as described in 
Prefix B.of the-salutations- Agreemont as.: set forth in SAC Letter 
#25, Series 1949* .

A planning meeting was held on May 16, 1949, in which the } 
Sixth Naval District was; represented by Lieut* Commander K. B., RROI’T,! 
031, and Commander T, H. LUCKHTG, USSR, Communications Officer. 
The 14th Air Force, which encompasses the same, area as the Third 
Amy, was represented by Major TUNARD'. A. DAUGHEITY, A-2 of the 34th 
Air Force, arid Major JACK B, CGIEI, Ccmunications Officer., The 
Third Army was represented by Colonel JOHN BEADS, G-2, Lieut.
H. A. VEST, Communications Officer^ and Captain J, E. ECHOLS, JR. 
G-2,.and Lt. Col, DANIEL T. W3KTIZER, Staff Planning Officer.

SA JOSEPH T. SILVESTER^ JR, .attended, instant meeting in an 
observatory capacity.

At instant meeting it was noted that no OST representative A. 
was present, and it wris determined from Colonel lIEADE that Major U 
DAUGHIRTT was the 'Int elligenco EepresentatiVD in cliarge of the 14th> 
Air Force but that as Intelligence Officer he received no information 
of an intelligence nature from OSI^ The purpose of dnstant^ipeeting

JTSsCM
66-707
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Sa^imah-
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was for the setting tip of An agreement which -would be signed 
by the Admiral Of the Sixth Naval District, Commanding Generals, 
of the 14th Aij? Force, and Third Army. The' agreement proposed 
was that the Southeastern .Area Intelligence Center would be 
Xcreed and consist? of OHI, G-2, and A-2 14th Air Force, and 
have as a central base Headquarters Third Amy, Fort NcPherson, 
Georgia; that this Southeastern Aiea Intelligence Center would 
not come into Operation until an emergency arose-or it was? 
requested by any of the Commanding Officers of these particular 
districts and/or areas. ,

Under- the agreement; Upon the declaration of the, emergency 
or the request for the setting Up Of the Southeastern Area 
Intelligence Center because of facts which would indicate the 
probability of an emergency^ intelligence representatives from 
the Sixth Naval District and 14th Air Force, would be immediately 
transported to the Third Array Area and these representatives in 
conjunction with. G-2 representative of the Third, Army Area, would 
be, the Southeastern Area Intelligence Centerand would channelize, 
and. obtain all pertinent information of an intelligence nature which 
would be necessary for their Individual com-sands.

For the information of the Bureau and other offices this 
planning group will run & test, run on a proposed plan on July 6 
and 7; ‘and the last wed? jih tfuly.*

The Atlanta office has again been invited to .be present as 
observer during the running of -this plan*
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January 5, 1950

STRICTLY C

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. TOLSON 
MR. LADD

On January 4, Mr. William Borden. Executive 
Director of the Joint Committee of Congress on Atomic Energy, 
called to see me to show me a copy of a letter which Senator 
Brien McMahon, Chairman of that Committee, had sent to the 
President concerning thFYlevelopment of a super bomb. Senator 
McMahon had orally discussed this matter with me at Miami 
Beach last week and had stated then he would have shown to me 
a copy of the letter which he wrote to the President of the United 
States. I read the letter, which dealt with the possibility of the 
development of a/super atom bomb with devastating power of 
one thousand square miles. I returned the letter to Mr. Borden 
to return to the sender, ’^resent during my conference with 
Mr. Borden was Assistant Director Nichols.

Very truly yours,

Mt. Tolfran........ —-
Mr. 1 add—
Mr. Cle^g. ............
Mr. G!:-.-.hs...
Mr. Nichols .. . -

Mr. li—rn .
Mr. Traes . •
Mr. i. i -o ... - • — 

Ml. M :’ -- • •••
ii-le. . .. - -

Mr. - ’* . —
C ..........

John Edgar Hoover 
Director

WAH &



STANDARD FORM N^. 64

UNITED S' '• - GOVERNMENT

FROM* : s. W. REYNO

TO : HR. V. P

^ject.- ARTICLE IN U.S.J ND TOLD REPORT, 
2-10-20, ENTITLED,--*#^. TESTS GERMAN STAFFIDEA."

DATE: February 17,
Mr. E^A.' 'rano^*^ 
Mr .jnegg
Mp-.Slav J

rffr. Ladd 
/Be. Nicnofsic T 

/Mr. Roself
Mr. Tracy

jfrp jraEbo f" 
yl/asffilwrton

The writer discussed the referenced article with Major General Irwin ^°Nea°ea--------------

of the intelligence Division* Gmeralt Irvm>stated that he is awar^of the «‘»s dandy------------

fact that the Army have been usingGen^^afGuderian for certain work*.^- He stated that 
he had never heard of thejfid&erian plan for the U. S. General Staff aod,stated that 
the Secretary of DefenseTias been considering a plan for: wartime operations, but that 
it does not parallel with the so-called Guderian plan as outlined in tfie^referenced 
article. General Irwin stated that this plan is being worked over at the present time 
but that when it is completed he will discuss it in detail with the writer. General 
Irwin pointed out that the plan presently being considered does not contemplate putting 
CIA. under the General Staff nor is it designed in any way to interfere with the 
investigative jurisdiction of the Federal Bureau of Investigation.

value that is
The > writer will follow this matter with General Irvdn 

obtained will be brought to your attention*
and any information of

2 1950



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office • UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO THE DIRECTOR
•FROM D. M. LADD

DATE: July 7, 1950
Tolson. 

f Ladd__

. X Clegg_

SUBJECT: WAR ACTIVITIES
Tracy___________

Harbo

Mohr____________
/Tele. Rood____

Oease ,________

Mr. Roach, while in^onveraation. with Mr._ Matthew ,L._Connelly. 
Secretary to the President, this afternoon,_.C,Qnne21ylacLvis.ed_that._at

Tydingsand_BridggS-and-Cpngres_sm,en_.Sas-acezuand_Anend,Sj of the Foreign 
Affairs_Gomittee.,--and-briefed--.them- on-d;he-»presentjsar^situatipn.

According to Mr. Connelly, the _situation^is „v,ery\bad. As a result, 
the_^esXdent>,is>J)ecpming„exceedingly_cpnce,Z3ied_oyer_ the^ddliflg- pfLMembers 
of Congress, djito military^ affairs. The President told the Senators arid 
Congressmen that—they should not'i^the future meddle in such matters and 
leave. the_onexatipn_of the war to General Bradley and himself .ThePresident 
also informed these gentlemen £Hat'anumber of men under the draft will be 
called up as an emergency measure. The principal item of discussion, however, 
was the statement of the President that they should not meddle in military 
affairs. Mr. Connelly stated that the President made very def injte statements 
to these gentlemen along these lines. Assurances were received.from them that 
they would desist from further military criticism and leave the operation of 
the war to the military.

e

7fl©E®>-x®



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

TO

Office Metrai
MR. V

• UNITED S

’7. REIMOLDSFROM :
q, 

SUBJECT:#W < A;74Z? PLANS

GOVERNMENT

DATE: July 85, 1950

General 4. R. Bolling of the Intelligence Divi&Fon 
advised the writer in confidence that the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff of the Army do not have any definite and complete 

^evacuation plan$ however3 should a situation develop which 
would necessitate the Joint Chiefs of Staff moving out of 
the Washington area3 they would move undoubtedly to Fort 
Monroe --• • • • .................. -
vicinity that would have the necessary communication 
facilities.

Tolson.
dd_J 

• Slegg_ 
lavln

KlcholW 

Rosen I'
Tracy_____
Harbo______
Belnont___
IZohr_______
Tele. Room. 
Nease।

bU J U lb
Virginia since this is the only place in the immediatev^

Z

SWRtlae

71 AUG 7 1950



Memo to Mr. Ladd

From E. S. Sanders

May 31, 1950.

...............■■.muunjwww 

Mr. Tolson

Mr. Ladd_______ _

Mr. Clegg ________ _
Mr. Glavin_____:___

Mr. Nichols ____ —_
Mr. Rosen_____ 1__

Mr. Tracy___ —
it

MT. HarBo- 
Mr. Belmont

Mr. Mohr ____ _____
?ele. Room 

Mr. Nease........ —.

Miss Gandy____ -i-

Pursuant to our conversation, I am submitting this memorandum
for your information.

General Carroll asked that I brief you on the following information 
so that you and the Director will be aware of what is being planned.

The Joint Chiefs of Staff have advised the Mr Force that they will 
call upon them sanetime subsequent to June 30th to immediately pick up an atan. 
bomb and drop it on Bikini. . This is in no way connected with the tests that 
are being planned for next year. It is to be a test to determine the ability 
of the Air Force to deliver on short notice an atom banb to any designated point 
in the world and is also a test of security measures connected with all phases 
of such a delivery.

It is contemplated that a B-36, upon being ordered, will depart from 
Fort Worth, Texas,-fly to California and pick up the atom bomb delivered to that 
point from storage by another plane, proceed via Hawaii picking up escort planes 
enroute and proceed to Bikini where the banb will be dropped. It is to be a full 
size and reallbomb.

«-

General Carroll stated that he will see you within a few days and 
brief you fully in this connection but wanted you to be aware of these plans. 
He is most anxious that at the proper time the Bureau be alerted to pick up 
any leaks or references to this project through our regular informants, any 
embassy covereage, or othermanner in order that it can be determined if such, 
a mission can be fully carried out without harmful leaks.

He pointed out that this project is so highly classified that there 
is only one other officer in OSI who knows about it and he knows it only because 
he is helping Carrol make the necessary plans. He stated that he is aware that 
should a leak occur the Beslans might feel that the bomb is intended for Moscow.

I have advised no one else in the Bureau of these plans and, inasmuch 
as I was formerly a stenographer, have typed this memo myself.

The Navy will have a small part in the project insofar as keeping the 
sea lanes in the area cleared. The Army is not being brought in at all. CIA will 
be briefed at the appropriate time in order that they can observe results, etc, 

“broad' RECORDS) -2 11S
.z^-AUG



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office •
to s Mr, D, M, Lad^^/ 

from : Mr, E, H, Winterr oid^,^ 

SUBJECT: ~fa.IR RAID ALERT

Air Force Intelligence 
Liaison Section at approximately 
had been only one radar reading 
a number of planes headed toward 
United States, This one reading

STAGES GOVERNMENT

date: December 6, 1950

12;25 P,M,3 that there -----
r interception reflecting —
the East coast of the 
had definitely identified 

one of the planes as being "friendly” — presumably a United
States plane. The one reading indicated that there were
approximately 40 planes at 32,000 feet.

Air Force Intelligence has advised that the Washington 
alert has been called off but that the interceptor planes were 
continuing on their mission as a test run.

EHW: WMJ

■DEG 9

54DEC12 Vso



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office Mementfit'htm UNITED SiATES GOVERNMENT

TO :

FROM :

SUBJECT:

D. M. LADD

HR. A. BELMONT

date: December 6

rJNIDENTIFIED^PLANN^PPJlOAGHING__EAST COAST
' DECEMBER 6~ ~1950 ~'

Belmont
Mohr_________ _
Tele. Room
Nease ______
Gandy_________

Reference is made to the memorandum from Hr.
Nichols to Hr. Tolson dated December 6, 1950, relative to an 
air raid warning resulting from an unidentified plane 
sighted over the northeastern section of the U. S.

Information., concernan.a thd.s^wa.s^.fu.'r.nfs.hed by
General Boll ina ioMr.\ _of_ the Liaison Section, who b6 Per
advised..that, radar. lhaHrefLeated..a-^gr.Q.up^-Pf—pIaBP.s^PN£r the b7c
ocean off the—East_Cpast_of . the U. S.

General Bolling secured his information from A-2, 
which advised that arrangements were being made tiy^he Itir 
Force to-check on this immediately and make appropriate 
preparations in the event they were enemy planes.

Supervisor][oy1 the Liaison Section was in 
immediate contact with A-2 and OSI. At 11:50 A.H. Hr. 
________  advised that r.adar^.had.. picked up^whaf ̂ .appeared to. be 
a group of planes jab out 250 miles east, of Newfoundland 
shortly before 11:00 4.J£. Ihe Air Force had made all appropriate 
arrangements to inter cent these planes if they proved to be 
enemy planes. jjfr. I \pointed out that the possibility
existed that this was "Ghosts on the screen." The Air Force 
stated it would be about a three-hour run from the point 
of location to cities in the vicinity of Philadelphia or 
Washington, D. C. Therefore, it would be an hour or two 
\before this matter was completely settled.

b6 Per 
b7C

At 12:00 noon Ifr._________ [advised that another
reading had been obtained on radar. It appeared that this 
a group of about 40 planes at 32,000 feet. One of the planes , 
had been identified definitely as ours - a (7-47* /

b6 Per

Watb7C

. At 12:45 P.H. Jfr. _________[advised ‘that no new
readings had been obtained but in view of the fact that one 
of the planes had been identified as ours, the alert had been 

■ called off in the Washington area. The Air Force is carrying 
on in the New Fork area and on the East Coast as a dry run 
in view of the fact that planes had been dispersed and arrange- } 
ments had been made to handle fthigr$s qan enemy attack. J 

"LWhive House 
■ k&Tie planes had 
m°ff^

At about 12:55 P.H. Hr. Rowle^ffif 
advised Hr. Roach that in view 
been identified as friendly planes, the~ale

b6 Per 
b7C



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office Mem

jiliiiiijililiiiiH

BMlilliiM

Um • UNITED o

TO Director. FBI CO]

SUBJECT:

SAC, San Francisco

U. WAR PLANS

IV V HJLYJ.N
’ Ur. NiVj>o!9,.f5L... !

DATE: 3-30-51) fir. iraey
Harbo

ATTENTION? ASSISTANT TO DIRECTOR QZlU r^ADBn..
Belmont—

/ . / LaujHfn....... ..

Mr. M:br ...........  ,

At the Weekly Intelligence Conference on Thursday, 3-29-51, [Colonel ... 
ALEXANDER G. KIRBY, Executive Officer, G-2, Sixth Amy, volunteered the , 
information that the U. S. Amy within the United States was making What 
are in effect war, .plans. and that jthe_Sixth-ArnyJiad-been .requested to make /y ’ 
various recommendatiQns...to_the Department of the Army in Washington^ to 
its plans. “/-„i-

Colonel KIRBY indicated that ^2,jSixthAny, had rachSmended 
the Depar^BHtr^Tl^nAroy that all_counterfintelligence and 50curity fp.es 
be immediatelx_at Jhis _tiw denosited at Fort Douglas, Utah a^the Amv'in 
this area had done early in 19h2 teen the Pacific Coast was threatened-with 
a Japanese invasion. Colonel KIRBY volunteered the information that_G-2, 
Sixth Army, felt that the Presidio of San Francisco was vulnerable to 
destruction by ’an attacking nation and that the counter inttKlligence files 
were so voluminous that they could not be hurriedly moved [ana, therefore, 
G-2, Sixth Array , had suggested that tliey be moved at the present time. '* 
He stated'that intelligence operations under the plan would be centered at 
Fort Douglas, Utah, but that liaison would be maintained in San Francisco.

Colonel KIRBY also indicated that the Army had surveyed incinerators 
on Array property in the San Francisco area, and apparently the Array has con
sidered the possibility ofXIestruction of security files in the event of a 
national emergency.

i '

The above is being set out for your information in order that the 
Bureau might be aware that the Any is apparently making-^war plans similar 
to the Bureau* s war plans.

HFC:mht 
100-27336

■‘9

V4')7. Il f " •
IltoltiB’ - bh



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

TO
■ii. j=e Imo nt

• UNITED " f S GOVERNMENT

DATE:April 27, leSl
FROM T. Keay

SUBJECT:

S ESTIE1JEC FEON

Tolson 

laid_________

Clegg

3 Lavin_______

MChOlS

Rosen________

Tracy 

fearbo

Eelnont

Eohr 

Tele. Roon 

Rease
Qandy

Nr. A, J. Nicholas, tassport Division, State Department 
informed Dr, Eoach on Larch ?o, li-51, that the Jtate Department 
is attempting to work out a program with the Department of . 
Justice and other interested agencies the matter of handling 
returning American citizens in the case of hostilities abroad. 
Ir. Nicholas mentioned that the State Department has had some 
discussions with Colonel M^ramore (phonetic) of the Department / 
of Justice and he, Nicholas, desired to know whether the Lureai^tfjv 
has considered this matter ano- if so, what plans we have wade 
to handle the matter should it be necessary to put the program 
into effect

■1TI01D.

INDEXED - 34 “AY| $ ^51

It is recommended that this memorandum be referred to 
supervisor Jhitson in the espionage Section for information and 
consideration. The Liaison Section should be informed of what 
reply should be given to the State Department

EEE *.mhm



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

- \

TO

UNITED S1ATL6 GOVERNMENT

FROM

SUBJECT:

MR. A. H. EELMOi

V. P. KEAY
■tflQSS O^^_qjJ.._S..^ET^ELAN:ES^

DATE: June 15, 1951

Major General A. R. Bolling of G-2 confidentially 
advised Mr. Reynolds that the Pentagon is very much

Tolson____
Ladd_______
Clegs_____
Olayin 0 
Nlcnc LsXfiy 
Rose: __ 
Tracy'_____

Harbo
Belmont___
Mohr
Tele. Room, 
Nease
GandyCzechoslovakijg^^ He confidentially advised Mr. Reynolds 

‘ that tti~e plan es„ were~equipped,wi th all ^orts ^f jfhof 
devices, ani~iii8 feared that this material might have 
'fallen in the hands of the_ Russiqns. He stated confidentially \ 
that~ttYe~avi'at~ors, one of whom was a Norwegian, who had been 
trained by the U. S. Air Force, we re on__ a co nfjdPP^al^lMs^jJM} 
taking photographs over Czechoslovakia.

It should be noted that the above information was 
furnished to Mr. Reynolds confidentially by General Bolling.

RECORDED -
INDEXED - 54 , rjuw 1951



UA-

Date: August 30, 1951

To:

from: Director, FBI

Subject: Ar MT FAR PLANS

RECORDED - 38 7n August 20, 1951, 
which conference was attended

IMIIIilBMM

''ERSONAL AND
ATP MAIL

b7D

, 147

a conference was held in Detroit, 
by representatives o' various

7.S. aaencies, as well as representatives from, the Canadian Army, 
^ the Canadian Immigration ‘and Naturalisation Service, and ______

At the meeting various asnects 
of sabotage in international institutions, such as railroad 
bridges, vehicular bridges and tunnels, in and around the Detroit 
Area, were discussed. fhe discussions centered primarily around 
protective measures to be taken in the event of an emergency.

b7D

At this meeting, Colonel Innes Randolph, o' the 
Fifth Army, indicated that he ws interested in establishing 
liaison with I | and indicated that he
wnnld attempt to obtain the instructions which have been issued 
to |in order to assist those
charged with the responsibility in the U.S. o' surveying ’rey

b7D

international facilities. The Bureau has voiced, no objection 
to Colonel Randolph establishing this relationship since it 
Pertains to a purely local situation. This, however, is teing 
submitted to you for your information in the event the matter 
is brought to your attention by the officials of



standarBTorm no. 64

TO

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

V, P, KEAI

SUBJECT: WAB PLANS

FROM

MB, L, L, LAUGHLI.

TolSx.

Laild

JLrZ

195$DATE: Augfyst 29

A letter has been received from, the SAC at 'Detroit 
which discusses a meeting held ondated August 14, 1951 

August 10, 1951, with representatives of the Headquarters, 
Fifth Army; Detroit Police Department; U,S, Coast Guard; 
Michigan State Police; Immigration and Naturalization 
Service (U,S, and Canada); Office of Naval Intelligence; 
Michigan State Guard; Canadian Army ond|

I An Agent from the Detroit Field Office 
attended as an observer* At the meeting various aspects of 
sabotage in international institutions, such as railroad 
bridges, vehicular bridges and tunnels, were discussed. The 
discussions centered primarily around protective measures to 
be taken in the event of an emergency.

.el’-;

Pels.

Koasv

The plans discussed and the action to be taken in 
connection^ th these plans would appear to fall within the 
nature of plxtnt protection and consequently not within the 
jurisdiction of the Bureau, It is believed, however, that 
the ^etrfidt Field Office should follow this matter closely to 
make^(jeriiqin:tthat no plans are promulgated which might involve
the bas$c-jurisdiction of the Bureau, 

' * A
\Befierenced memorandum indicates that Colonel

Innes ^and&jLph^ G-2 of the Fi fth Army, stated he was interested 
in establishing liaison with and
indicated he would attempt to obtain instructions wmcti have 
been issued toj ~| in order to
assist those charged with the responsibility in the U,S, in 
surveying key international facilities. The Bureau handles 
liaison with] |in Canada; however, since the contact
to be made by Colonel Bandolph involves a local situation, 
it is not believed that 
however, it is believed 
of this situation.

the Bureau should voice any objection 
that Mr, Bethel should be informed

Attachments

!



STANDARD FORM NO. 64 •• ••

■* Office NLemovandum • united states government

to : Director, FBI > date: August U, 1951.

^■OM : SAC, Detroit ■

SUBJECT: ""ARMI WAR PLANS - ' ' ’

~ // |/7 i 1 ' ' -

JPtJC 
100-11880

On August 10, 1951, at the request of Major ALFRED STANSBURI, 
Fifth Army Regional Office, a meeting was held with representatives from 
the Headquarters. Fifth Armv. Detroit Police Department, U.S. Coast Guard, b7D 

I Michigan State Police, Immigration and 
Naturalization Service (U.S. and Canada), Canadian Army, Office of Naval 
Intelligence, and the Michigan State Guard. An agent from this office 
attended as an observer at the request of Major STANSBURI.

The meeting was chaired by Colonel INNES RANDOLPH, Headquarters, 
Fifth Army, Chicago, Illinois, who discussed aspects of sabotage in 
international institutions. He referred to railroad bridges at Detroit 
and Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan, as well as vehicular bridges at Detroit 
and Port Huron and the vehicular tunnel at Detroit. He stated that the Army, 
in connection with its plans in the event of national emergency, was attempting 
to pre-determine courses of action to be taken.

Colonel RANDOLPH obtained information from those present as to 
the jurisdiction of the organizations they represented and was advised by

Inspectors of the Detroit Police Department informed that the 
Detroit police considered the Detroit vehicular bridge and tunnel to be of 
vital interest and were on the Detroit Police Department list for emergenc; 
attention in the event of an emergency. ,,

Lieutenant | representing the Coast Guard, advised that 
he had been authorized to set up an Advisory Council of shipping interests to 
work oub-proper safeguards for waterfront facilities.

21
1 I

W
.I/

17
.W

Colonel RANDOLPH emphasized that the Army has plans drawn for 
action to be taken in the event of an emergency and requested that surveys 
of the bridge and tunnel facilities mentioned above be conducted by the 
Detroit Police and the Michigan State Police. This was agreed to by repre
sentatives of those two organizations, who agreed to submit their findings 
to Major STANSBURI. Colonel RANDOLPH was interested in establishing liaison 
with the Commander of the RGMP and indicated that he would attempt to obtain 
the instructions which have been issued to surveying officers of the RCMP in 
order to assist those charged with the responsibility in the U.S. in surveying 
key international facilities —no. / b 6/// „. RECORDER ®.

‘ . 4 J r ' j

WKEB-38,,gs,i



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office Memorandum • united states government

TO

V,

SUBJECT:

P, EEA
A, H, BELM(

FROM

INFO TIO

date: January 28, 1952

ISABELS 
CONCERNING

<

There is attached^.e.r.el^a^cj)py_oj^a_jiiejiiorandum 
dated January 15, 1952, entitled,^Vulnerg5.iIitu to 
Guerrilla Action,,f It was confidentially made available 
zoMr'T^Reynolds by Major Bartlsitt.^pf2pG^2,^ Major Bartlett 
indicated that he felt the Bureau should be aware of this 
activity for any value that it might be to the Bureau,

Tele.

Major Bartlett indicated that Project Parabel 
is a project of the Operations Research Office of Johns 
Hogkins University dealing with a^tudy of guettilla^acjtjon, 
Tlie memorandum concerns a conference held at the Pentagon 

oncerniji~g~~a^Sub-Project of Pro ject'■Parabel entitled, 
f^abotag.e^p^ppj;iul^dsf^.Gu.ernilia Forces, ” The conference 

‘wax attended by representatives of the CIC, CIA and G-2, 
< Major Bartlett^pointed out tQat the sub-project is primarily 

concerned witharstudy o£^h^^til^^^ton of ~gusPr^llaL-^prc^s_
< in_wg£^im,^jp^rg^Q^s^^ii£l^^j^^u^^bJ^sdb,bi;age^agai-nst
\ th^pDdieatial^en.emy.p^ The study willf&lso deal with counter-

sdbdt'dg^e^ars^i’t"TKight be used in oversea^.^eaters_,pf^qpJer_ation 
study will also be

K extended to establish certain targets for sabotage in overseas 
g areas. Major Bartlett pointed out that in the latter instance
x the Operations Research Office will not be permitted access
5 to highly classified information and will confine the study 

to typical or general targets,

ACTION: QAs
This memorandum is submitted primarily as a matter 

of general interest. However, liaison will be maintained 
with Major Bartlett in order that the Bureau may procure a

S copy of the study for whatever value the same might have.



STANDARD FORM NO. 64
. ssasaassKBS——

t

TO

0 S Mr.
UNITED STATES GOVERNS

J? : SAC AUERBACH

ZMR. HOOVER DATE: July 1?

PERSONAL AND CO: TAL
b6 Per OSI 
b7C

I was today confidentially advised by SAC Contact 
Captainl |bT"0Kl as iso^the^a'bWe^cap'tfdf^ymatte:

EtClegg---------
Mr. Glavin_____
Mr.Jterbo--------
Ms'.-^Kesen_____
Mr. Traey______
Mr. Laughlin__ _
Mr. Mohr.______
Mr. Winterrowd- 
Tele. Room_____
Mr. Holloman__
Miss Gandy.

__ I states that the Air Force has now discovered that t>6 per 
it has ora c ticallv no^pr.ot,ec tion f og^tlfe^Uhited^S’ta tes througfi, bJc.^ 
MrprafX"c.O-ntr.o.i And^.Marnin£j?adar._sj7t-es.;Albhg^EKenJnfl^d- " 
S-ta.tfis.-Canadd.a.nl_baaadai?, and with a prognosis that the best two places.. 
for attack pn the .country^£nomJRussiaL»are-^over Alaska, and down"from 
J?he.AorJh^P.pAe,,aJLt^Pixld^apJiaajLJ?ha4;^^y„should_haye2bebter^prpXe  ̂
tion. Accordingly, arrangements are now being made between tne^- 
XirT?orce and the Canadians for the United .States to finance 
build with American crews radar sites up in Canada and along th 
United States-Canadian border, so that any attack from the 
north would result in successive waves of alarm and interception 
as invaders came down from the North Pole to the United States.

MlilMIMiBiiiM

\) Cn connection with this, a whole—s,e.t. ^^M^ga£^_^ontrpl.,.an,d
Warning^radar sites are being construe t,e_d_ajpng the Northwest 
Pacific Ocean and San Juan channel areas through British Columbia 
by One^cbnstructil^i is complete, and the
Contractor is endeavoring to turn over the arrangements to the 
Air Force which has now found that while the buildings are complete

< there are no arrangements for our handling of communications, sewerage, 
water, power, etc. Thus the'finished product will be delayed some 
months while they make the contractor go back and correct it.

1

In connection with the^etting^up^of„§ite§SJ4n Canada.,„the Z- 
three divisions of"Eastern, Central and Western Air Command Areas, 
in t^^nlted_ MaTo sipre ^npw. gpipg t^o"~bp'extendi all the way up 
£ffi?ou^^^^ada_^or^espdnsibility_La^eas,• lt"'appears That"' tfie* 
Cfariadians feel that^as far"as”they are concerned any invaders* 
w^Id3r^^^y^flypver^Caiiada^^Sas.g^.t.he^3XS3iatH3%~dfSpoT%itiQ.l 
war. value for_.a.ir ..strikes^in^canada proper J^t^insTea.d^it^is^all^i 
the United,States^। They are willffig^td Tet the United States do
whatever it wants in the financing and construction of these sites 
but are not greatly concerned about the situation themselves.-

The Air Force is pressing very hard for. the^jornplptiop^Qf 
these plans, i'nasmcKjgts "they "ha ve^been advised that definitely^, 
id^tlf i"ed^Hussloh""submar ines> have^been sT^ledT^f^aTrador and _&7 4?

> vjhiclTsubr- --- * 
of course . would be .capable of launching guided missiles. 
does not know the" source of^tlS^Tast data but^taTVs it 
humor in OSI.

RI)A:LM

&

pa

is general
b6 Per OSI 
b7C

KECOKDED - 75

INDEXED • 75



Director, FBI

SAC, Butte

7/24/53

MOUNTAIN HOME AIR FORCE BASE b6 Per OSI
£> MOUNTAIN HOME, IDAHO
4m&rica. o. v/dr Plains

' vn July 175^ 1933» Major_______________________Provost
Marshal, Ninth Air Base Group, Mountain Home Air Force Base, 
Mountain Home, Idaho, advised SAs JOHN J. SWEENEY and

b7C

DAVID W. MURRAY that certain key personnel at the Mountain 
Home Air Force Base with the rank of major and above were 
being given permission to carry firearms off duty at the Base.

b6 Per
said that the officers being granted per- b7c 

Air 
duties

mission to carry sidearms were key men in the Strategic 
Command who are highly trained in carrying out specific 
in the event of a national emergency.

Approximately twenty men at the Mountain Home Air
Force Base will be granted authority to carry weapons. (

Permission to carry sidearms at all times has been/" 
granted for the following reasons: CZ

• ‘a

1. To prevent assassination of key personnel by' enemy agents.
2. In order that officers may protect brother officers in the 

event they are attacked by enemy agents.
3. To prevent sabotage to Strategic Air Command equipment 

and plans.

The above information is being furnished the Bureau 
for completion of its files. /

PW: iap NOT RECORDED
146 JUL 30 1953

S6AUG6 1953



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

TO MR, LARS

from : -A. H, BE.

SUBJECT: U, ST, WAR PLANS

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

date: September 119 1953

Tracy-----------
Gearty----------
Mohr-------------

On September 10, 1953, during the course of a 
discussion at the Department of State on the question of 
access to enemy diplomatic establishments in the event of 
hostilities, Supervisor Whitson was informed by Mr* Walworth 
Barbour of the Office of Eastern European Affairs, Department 
of State, that the Army had sent to our Embassy in Moscow, 
by pouch, a quantity of highly unstable ”felly11 which could 
be used for destroying files and material in the Embassy
Code Room, When the material was shipped by pouch, the 
Department of State was not fully aware of its characteristics, 
but they now realise that it would have been possible for 
this material to have destroyed not only the pouch, but the 
plane on which it was being carried.

Winterrowd — 
Tele. Room — 
Holloman-----
SlZOQ>a. , , - 
Mis/Gandy —

This matter was mentioned in connection with a 
discussion of a need to gain prompt access to enemy estab
lishments, in order to prevent not only destruction of 
documents of intelligence value, but destruction of the 
premises as well.

This matter has been mentioned to Mr, parsons of 
the Bureau Laboratory, who advises that the Laboratory has 
been following closely the development of this jellylike 
substance by the Army, as well as developments in other 
means for destroying files.

RECOMMENDA TION:

None, This is for your information.

CO - R, T, Harb«

LWsfE 
&

£ C SEP 211953



VrANOAROFORM NO. M C OpJ" t 1 j h

Office M.emmndum • UNITED STTrES GOVERNMENT

TO ! Mr. A. Rosen

roOM * L. N. Conroy

subject: REPRESENTATIVE ALFRED D. SIEMINSKI
NAME C-ECK REQU’ST

SWOPSIS^/MgPL fa

date: January 8,
Tolson----------
Ladd-------------
Nichols--------
Belmont--------
Clegg-----------
Glavin-----------
Harbo-----------
Rosen ■■■■ - — 
Tracy-----------
Gearey----------
Mohr-------------
Vinterrowd — 
Tele. Room — 
Holloman-----
Sizoo------------
Miss Gandy —

Reference is made to my memorandum, 12-16-^3# on name 
checks from G-2 on Congressmen to attend conference at Pentagon 
in January, 195b., on war plans, indices search confined to main 
files and G-2 being furnished only results of FBI investigations. 
Name check received from G-2 regarding Congressman Alfred D. 
Sieminski. Investigation conducted 19^2 regarding telegram 
Sieminski sent President alleging sale of oil to Germany by 
British and American companies. Sieminski apologized for tele
gram stating allegations had little basis in fact and telegram 
sent on impulse. Persons contacted incidental to handling this 
matter described Sieminski as loyal; however, it was determined 
in 19b-2 that Sieminski was active in American Slav Congress which 
was cited by Attorney General in 19^8. Uesults of investigation 
transmitted to G-2 in 19h-3« Information received from G-2 in 1951 
that Sieminskl's wife,.Marie, wa’s previously married to a Pole; 
however, deserted said Pole and her two children to live with 
German Gestapo Lieutenant. Alleged that they separated whtn it '■
appeared Germany would lose war. She met Sieminski in Europe and later A 
entered US as a GI bride to marry Sieminski. Sieminski has expressed 
a strong anti-Communist feeling, and has, on numerous occasions, 1
displayed a friendly attitude toward Bureau. Bureau contacted in 
1952 and 1953 by Sieminski and wife in regards to children of Mr.s 
Sieminski still living in Poland whom she desired to have come to U. S. 
They were referred to State Department. -*-n March, 1953, Sieminski, 
while at White House, made remarks that Senator McCarthy may be >
getting information in FBI files from FBI Agents or former Agents. 
He apologized.when inf©^aed-of sanctitylof TBT*files. Attached 
memorandum refers G-2 to information previously furnished them, SI
and advised that FBI has not conducted investigation concerning Qi
Sieminski. S

" its

Recommendation:

If you approve, the attached memorandum will be transmitted 
to G-2 by the Liaison Section.

Attachment , %/4 W-

C. E. St. Vineent:mdc

1 - V. P. KS^y

'r™ coiiowu 
1)3 v..’:



copyrljh

DETAILS:

Reference is made to my memorandum dated. December 16, 
19^3, concerning- name check requests submitted, by G-2 on 129 ' 
United States Senators and Representative. These members of 
Congress are to attend a conference at the Pentagon in January, 
195b-, where they will be griefed on future United States war 
plans. As previously indicated, the indices search Wd.s confined 
to main files only, and G-2 is being furnished information only 
in instances where the FBI has conducted an investigation.

FBI files reflect that in June, 19^2, the State Department 
requested an investigation as a result of a telegram Alfred D. 
Sieminski had sent to President Roose-velt. This telegram charged 
that the British Persian Oil Company was selling oil to Germany 
and that the Adam Opel Foreign Branch of General Motors in Germany 
had declared 13 million dollars profit to American investors for 
the quarter ending in January, 191|2. Sieminski, when interviewed, 
explained that an unknown individual, whom he had met in a res
taurant in New York, had furnished him the information on which 
he based his telegram to the President; that when he sent the 
telegram he was emotionally upsent as a result of the attack on 
Pearl Harbor and also because he had a brother in the Pacific 
area. He subsequently wrote a letter to the Director explainihg 
his action in sending the telegram, and apologizing for his 
impulsive oehavior which caused the investigation.

No one interviewed during the course of the investigation 
indicated that Sieminski was anything bur a patriotic citizen; 
however, it was revealed that in 19U2 he was connected with the 
American Slav Congress as Executive Secretary to the President.

xt is to be noted that an investigation by the F3I in 19^-3 
failed to reveal that leadership of the American Slav Congress was 
actually under control of the Communist Party at that time'. The 
American Slav Congress was cited oy the Attorney General as 
subversive on June 1. 19^8•

Results of the afore-mentioned investigation were furnished 
to G-2 in September, 19^3, inasmuch as Sieminski was attending 
Officer Candidate School, Fort Benning, Georgia.

In January, 195>1, the Bureau received information from 
G-2 concerning ‘-’ieminski, which presumably originated with James 
F. Murray, Jr., an attorney who was defeated by Sieminski in the 
Congressional election of 19^0. According to the information,

2



copy:ljh

b6 Per Army
Sieminski » s wi f e. Uari e Cr.arowski, mis born in

to well-to-d parents of the
nobility class. She married. Stonislous Mychielski of Poxnan, 
Poland, and two children were born as a result of this union.. 
In 191|.l, when the Germans invaded Warsaw, she allegedly deserted 
her family and became mistress of a German Gestapo Lieutenant. 
She had a child, Christine, as a result of this affair. It was 
further alleged that when it became evident that Germany would 
lose the war, * the Gestapo Lieutenant helped Marie destroy records 
of her past and then disappeared while she obtained employment 
with UNRRA in Vienna, Austria. Sieminski, who met her vh ile he 
was serving as an officer on the staff of General Mark Clark, filed 
the necessary papers to oring Marie to the United States as a GI 
bride; however, when she arrived he was indecisive about marrying 
her and stayed with her for approximately two weeks at the 
Sulgmve Hotel in Hew York City. He subsequently married her.

In March, 1952, and in July, 1953, the FBI was contacted
by Representative Sieminski and his wife, for advice andinformation 
regarding a son and daughter of Mrs. Sieminski, by a former ''arriage, 
who were living in Poland. Efforts had been made to effect their 
excape from Poland to the United States without success, and it was 
the opinion of Mrs. Sieminski that possibly the Polish Ambassador 
to the United States could be of some help. Congressman Sieminski 
stated in July, 1953, that he was considering resigning his position 
as a United States Congressman, and as a private citizen go to 
Sweden and use Sweden as a base in an attempt to personally enter 
Poland and effect the release of thbtwo children. The Congressman 
and his wife were informed that the facts as furnished by him and 
his wife would be made a matter of record, but that the matter was 
within the jurisdiction of the Department of State.

In March, 1953, Congressman Sieminski attended a luncheon 
at the White House at which time a discuss? on arose concerning FBI 
"raw” files. Sieminski advanced the opinion to General Persons, 
Duputy Assistant to the President, and other Congressmen that 
Senator McCarthy may be getting information contained in FBI files 
from FBI Agents or former FBI Agents. Sieminski was immediately 
contacted by a representative of the Bureau and advised of the 
sanctity of FBI files and how highly this responsibility is held

- 3 —



COP.Y:'sdc >

Mr. A. Rosen January 7, 1934

L. N. Gonroy

CONGRESSMAN HARTY R. SHEPPARD 
DEMOCRAT ^CALIFORNIA
NAME CHECK REQUEST

b6 Per OSI 
b7C

Reference is made to my memorandum, 12-16-53* concerning 
name checks from G-2 on 129 Congressmen to be invited to the Pentagon 
in January, 1954* where they are to be briefed on war plans. Indices

SYNOPSIS:

serach confined to main files and G-2 is oeing furnished information 
only where we have conducted investigations . Bufiles reflect ’’Fraud 
Against the Government” investigation instituted in September, 19h-2, 
concerning the sale of a California hotel for which the Government 
was allegedly charged an excessive amount. In the course of investi
gation two persons made statements indicating dishenesty on par# of 
Sheppard. Both persons found to be unreliable and that no basis in 
fact existed for the allegations. No investigation conducted con- 
concerning Sheppard, I'he Department was famished results of the inves 
tigation and on 9-23-43 advised charges not substantiated and stated 
matter should ba ninsprl. OSI, by letter 9-14-53* furnished informa
tion from Arcturus Manufacturing Corporation,alleging
that Congressman Sheppard and two associates had solicited campaign 
contributions from the corporation in exchange for any aid the Con- ■ 
gressman might give in hiving an Air Force facilities contract 
’’reinstated" for the corporation. Information furnished Department 
which requested on 10-2-53 that further inquiries be made. Persons 
interviewed advised no contributions discussed with Congressman but 
that contract was discussed and Sheppard stated he would help obtain 
the contract, Anderson advised that Willard G. Herron, a friend and 
associate of Sheppard’s, did suggest donation to aid in campaign. 
He stated Herron later r ised price for any help the Congressman 
might furnish which was to be paid through an attorney ostensibly as 
a retainer fee. Another person advised ^erron helped Sheppard and 
solicited contributions through friendship, and stated Herron always 
within legal bounds. Results furnished Department, 11-6-53* On 
12-21-53, Department advised matter under consideration and decision 
will be furnished Burreau when reached. G-2,in the attached memo
randum is being furnished information re the basis of the election

Attachment

ADS:res

1 - v. P. Keay

46-2471
£6-1291

NOT RECORDED
176 JAN 14 1954



By letter dated September 1L|., 19 5 the OS I furnished 
to this bureau information received from I ^nles. be Per
Manager, Arcturus Manufacturing Corporation, Venice, California, b7c 
alleging that Congress man Harry R. Sheppard and two of his 
representatives had solicited campaign contributions from the 
Arfcturus Corporation. The Congressman, in return, was to aid in 
having an Air Force facilities contract ’’reinstat ed”f or the 
corporation. ‘Aie foregoing information was furnished to the Dee 
partment who requested on October 2, 1953, that interviews of 
two persons be made for more information in this matter and to 
determine, if possible, if Qongressman Sheppard agreed to furnish 
aid in obtaining the reinstatement of the contract in exchange 
for a campaign contribution. The persons interviewed advised 
that no contributions were discussed directly with the Congressman, 
but the contract was discussed ans sheppard said he would be glad, 
to help obtain the contract. Mr. Anderson staced that Willard G. 
Herron, a personal friend and associate of Sheppard's had stated 
Sheppard could cause review of matter and suggested that the corpo
ration donate money to help the Congressman in his campaign. An- 
ierson advised that Herron subsequently informed him the price for 
help had gone up and payment of the contribution was to be made 
through an attorney ostensibly as a retainer fee. Another person 
contacted stated that Herron helped the Congressman and solicited 
contributions through friendship and always within le -al bounds. 
The results of the foregoing inquiries were furnished to the De
partment on November 6, 1953* The Department, by memorandum, 
December 21, 1953, advised that matter presently under consideration 
and that the Bureau will be informed of the decision when reached.

The attached memorandum for &-2 sets forth the allega
tion concerning the above-mentioned campaign contributions solicited 
by Congressman Sheppard and two of his associates and reflects that 
the results of our inquiries in the matter have been furnished to 
the Department, to which G-2 is referred in the event further in
formation is desired by them.



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

office Me^ou ^dum • UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO : MR. A. H*. BELMONT DATE: December 1, 19^3
FROM • Toiscn_______ROM • V.P. KEAY Udd

Nichols_______

SUBJECT: AJR DEPEnsE EARNING SYSTEM —
Glavln

Attached is the standard operating procedure of -----
theHeadquarters, USAF Command Post, regarding the dissemination 
of information concerning air defense warnings. As you know, *>«•------
this matter was recently considered by the Bureau, and it was — 
determined that any air defense warnings should be transmitted Zv 
by the USAF Command Post to the Office of Assistant Director —:------
Belmont and the Command Post was so advised. The attached 
standard operating procedure, in accordance with these instructions, 
provides that both in the case of air defense warnings and in 
the case of notification concerning an overt hostile act by a 
foreign power, during official duty hours, the Command Post 
will contact Mr. Belmont or Mr. Cleveland, and during other than 
normal duty hours, it will contact the Agent on duty in Mr. Belmont*s 
Office,

There is also attached a pamphlet captioned, ”USAF 
161^-7(A) Authenticator.” The purpose of this is so that the 
Bureau can immediately verify that they are actually talking 
with the USAF Command Post and so that the Command Post can also 
immediately verify they are talking with the FBI* It was 
pointed out by philcox of Liaison to Officers at the Command 
Post that this did not appear to be necessary inasmuch as the 
Bureau has a direct tie line with the Command Post and there 
could be no doubt as to the authenticity of the call, They 
explained, however, that, in the event of an actual attack, it 
is possible that the direct line may be destroyed and it would 
then be necessary to contact the Bureau through either the code 
line or the regular outside dialing system. They pointed out 
that it would be of value to the Bureau as well as the Command 
Post to erase any doubt as to the authenticity of a call con
cerning an air defense warning. They pointed out that, in the 
event of an emergency, it would be impossible for the Command 
Post to accept return calls verifying the original call. They 
pointed out they would be extremely busy and, if they accepted 
return calls from every agency to verify the original call, 
their switchboard would be swamped, and their system would 
suffer a complete breakdown. This authenticator system is fully 
explained in the attached pamphlet. It merely involves the 
use of a code word by the Command Post and a code word in reply

Attachments (2) 
CC ** Martin

fJ^CwPthke < i' r • • ■ i’- • ...

176 JAU 13 1354
r?’ rr • r ■■•»>-* r



Memorandum for Mr. Belmont* 12/1/53 

by the Bureau. These words are listed starting on page one. 
As a word is used,, it is crossed off the list,

ACTIOTT:

It is recommended that this authenticator pamphlet 
be maintained in Mr. Belmont’s office. Instructions are being 
issued for Agents on night and week-end duty so they will be famil
iar with this system.

ADDEtroUM; 12/8/53

Copies of this memorandum have been placed in the 
night and week-end duty instruction folders and the authenticator 
has been placed in a manila envelope in the instruction folder 
maintained in the center drawer in Mr. Belmont’s desk.

IHMrhke



SAC, DENVER
DIRECTOR, FBI

December 1953

b6 Per OSI 
b7CAIR FORCE LIAISQH

Brigadier General V, M, Burgess, Deputy for_____
Intelligence, Air Def cnee Command, and Colonel \ 
Commander of the 4603nd Air Intelligence Service Squadron, 
appeared at the Bureau on December IS, 1953, together with 
several officers from Air Intelligence Headquarters. The 
purpose of their visit was to discuss with Bureau Representatives 
the handling of the police contact8 by the Bureau for the AlSS,

They advised that they are in complete agreement 
with the Bureau in that the Bureau should handle contacts with 
law enforcement agencies* They are also in complete agreement 
with the Bureau*8 views regarding training exercises involving j 
outside law enforcement agencies. They agreed that no exercises ; 
involving outside agencies would be held in the future and that / 
their exercises would be held in areas which they can control 
and would involve only Air Force personnel, c

They stated that they are willing to handle the 
contacts with civil defense agencies, and this is being made 
the subject of an SAC Letter, They stated that they have no 
objection to this matter being discussed at FBI Tau Enforcement 
Conferences and that, in fact, they would make one of their 
representatives available for these conferences if so requests^ 
by the Bureau, 'This is also being set forth in an SlC^etter,'.

General Burgess and golongll promised fil£i ( 
cooperation and close coordination on a field level with the' 
Bureau, Colonel\ \advised that he plans to contact '■you 
personally in the very near future, Tou are reminded th^t «__ 
you should maintain close and continuous liaison th-Gengrail 
Burgess and Colonel [ and you should keep th£p fully''. % 
informed as to the Bureau*s part in this prcject^as well 
attempting to work out any problems which may arise, . •



FORM M». •*

L 'BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Office Memorandum
TO , MR. D. X. LADD

prom » A. H. *T T

UNITED STATES GOVERNMEN

©ate: DECEMBER
1953

Rosec

Mohr 
Vincerrw*•$ 
Tele. Room 
lolloman 

Sizoo .
Miss G** '»

Aik FORCE LlAlSOiV
SxiwPoiS:^ fl k* /6 W VJPI .WS

rUBJBCT:

___________ Brigadier General W. 24. Burgess, 
I ‘Command ing officer, U602nd «

Squadron (AISS). Colorado tarings, Colo' 
| Assistant to General Samford, 

b'entagon, called t 'be Bureau on Decern! 
the mission of the aISS, that Is, quick 
from enemy missiles or do-cved airplanes 
United Sta+es with sufficie*xt speed to u 
immediately, that is, in the same battle, 
they bad made an error in not .etter c?o 
prior to initialing this pro jo t r * 
jinvolving • eace officers and the ./lie. 
to coordinate closely with t'.e Lu- oau 1> 
lav: enforcement officers vf their tilssic 
regarding Civil Defense-, indicating * nei 
Representatives s.tould be contacted at a 
to field offices had ir-strwte'- thev cor. 
their regular liaison,cj/hicn would or 
Burgess indicated ti.ey-woJLd be wii eg 
particularly since tney are freyien’^y 
Directors to outline their mission at me 
civil defense. Since tnest contacts oi, 
individuals and since the c ireau. is liana 
field, relieve tne AISS sho .Id handle cc 
Regarding contacting law eniorcerent ofi 
inciic?ted no objection tc di.’cussing th« 
.tent conferences as it Is un'lassifled. 
their representatives available *o aorea 
^requested by the Bureau. This would sav 
for the bureau in contacting individual 
^Bureau cosition made clear to General Bu 
(interfere with AlSb wartime m'.JS'!on, but

b6 Per OSI 
b7C

Air Defend Co' • ->nd;
1 In*-?!!!. e -e service 
o; arid J«. 1 o 
r Intellige

'• 15, 1953-
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tyas in comnlete agreerent. - 1-

NOT y-rgr.•jTvrn
RECOFMEh DAT 10.4 S: -R -r * J75 -j r

(1) □.hat the attached Sul letter oe-.sent to tie field udvisin, 
|;that the Bureau will continue to handle contacts wltn Lavr enforcement

.,.,1ji.ke/Axls \ /

tttachm. it” r( *• V h



Mraaorandum for Mr. Ladd 
Be* Air Force Liaison

December 18, 1953

agencies, but that AISS will handle civil defense contacts. This 
SAC letter also advises the field that the Bureau has no objection 
to this matter being discussed at law enforcement conferences and 
that the AISS will make a representative available for these con
ferences if it is so desired. M

/<•
(2) That the attached letter be forwarded to the SAC at

Denver advising him of the discussion held here and reiterating 
that he is expected to maintain close liaison with the AISS Headquarters 
at Colorado Springs. y S



Memorandum for Mr, Ladd, 12/1'8'53

DETAILS:

On December 15, 1953, Brigadier General ’#• M, Burgess, 
Deputy for Intelligence; Air Defense Command; Colorado Springs; 
Colonel _____ Air Intelligence Headquarters; and b6 Per
Colonel Commanding Officer of the 4602nd Air b7c
Intelligence Service Squadron (AISS); Colorado Springs;
appeared at the Bureau for a discussion with Inspector V, r.

| Keay and Liaison Supervisor N, W, Philcox regarding the 
4602nd AISS, These officers were accompanied by Colonel---------

"I I of Air Intelligence Headquarters and Major
of the 4602nd AISS,

General Burgess specifically pointed out at the 
beginning of this discussion that the Air Force had set up 
the 4602nd AISS on March 1, 1952; for the specific purpose 
of collecting positive intelligence from foreign airmen and 
through the examination of foreign aircraft landing in the 
United States, He pointed out that -this must be done 
immediately upon receiving word that x foreign airman or 
foreign aircraft has landed inasmuch is the intelligence 
information gathered must be used im”ediately in order to 

■combat the second wave of aircraft possibly en route to attack 
the U,S, He pointed out; therefore; that their mission is 
extremely important in gathering positive intelligence for 
tactical purposes and that; if the information is not obtained 
promptly and handled promptly, it wil 1 br of no use. The 
4602nd AISS presently has 194 men whith includes 40 officers. 
They are equipped, of course, with at -planes, skis, horses 
and other equipment enabling them to ’'each any spot where 
a foreign airman or aircraft may be - cated. They have 
technical experts and foreign langua* - experts available 
to interview the foreign airmen and * -amine the aircraft.

You will recall that we to* • over the handling 
of contacts with law enforcement agen ies for this group 
in order to avoid confusion in the 1. enforcement *ield. 
You will also recall that we strenuously objected t Major 

^General J. .4, Samford, Director of At Intelligence, regarding 
\the staging of training exercises by 'his group involving 
•outside law enforcement agencies.

General Burge si spr'ifical 
thoroughly agrees with the Bureaufs ’

pointed ou“- that h* 
ews on thes- points.
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He feels that the Bureau should certainly handle the contacts 
with law enforcement officers in view of the long standing 
direct liaison which the Bureau has establishea with the 
law enforcement officers. He stated that the AlSS und ubteily 
'lad made a serious error in that they had failed to coordinate 
this matter with the Bureau when the organisation was 
originated. He also pointed out that the -tlSS had made a 
serious error in staging the training exercise near Urbana) 
Illinois.) on September 22) 1953, He stated that he completely 
agrees with the Director fs view and that the AlSS has strict 
orders to hold no more of these training exercises involving 
outside law enforcement agencies. Any further exercises of 
this type will be in areas which they can control and will 
involve their own personnel.

You will recall that we previously instructed the 
field t contact civil defense officials in this project 
through their previously established liaison channels. This 
would mean that we would contact only a few officials on a 
high level) such as State Directors) etc, General Burgess 
pointed out) however) that it was their conception that all 
civil defense people should be contacted down to the lowest 

, level. This would place an intolerable burden upon +h,' Bureau 
■ and would necessitate several thousand contacts in addition 
1 to those being handled by the Bu"eau in the law enforcement 

field, General Burgess advised that they are willing to handle 
the civil defense contacts. He stated that occasionally they 
are requested to appear before a civil defense group to explain 
their wartime mission. It is pointe i out that the Su"cau 
originally too> over this proj’ec4- in order to avoid confusion 
in the law enforcement field) and it is not belie vec. thnt 

ttheir contacts in civil defense cir^s will have an effect 
[on the lew enforcement field providing their activities are 
'.completely coordinated with curs on a local level, General 
’Burgess advised that the AlSS is -ikinc numerous cental- in 
addition to those teing handled by the Bureau, Their crutaczs 
include Civil Air ^atrolj Ground ^bs^rver Corps) Fouv-r 
In see ctors) etc.

The question <.f aiscussing this natter at. YB1 
law enforcement conferences was raised by th--' Bureau’s
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representatives. General Burgess advised that in so far 
as the Air Force is concerned, this information is not 

' classified, and that they have no objection to the Bureau 
discussing the matter at FBI law enforcement conferences.

'He stated, in fact, that if the Bureau so desires, they would 
'be glad to make a representative available for an FBI law 
enforcement conference upon request.

Inspector Keay made the Bureau*s position clear 
by stating specifically that the Bureau did not wish to 
interfere with the wartime mission of the AUS. It was 
pointed out that we did, however, wish tc avo'.a confusion 
in the law enforcement field and to avoid any mi sunder standing 
on the part police officials in s’ far as the Bureau*s 
long standing liaison with the polico in internal security 
matters is concerned. It was pointe’- ou4 that ‘'lose 
coordination between the AISS and tbJ Bureau on th~ field 
'level is necessary, as well as at H idquarters level.

- 4 -



(d) Non-Chinese on The Security Index Who 
__________Are Sympathetic to Communist China

The Director stated that this list is now composed 
of thirteen individuals and in the event of an emergency we 
would immediately furnish the names to the Department, As 
these thirteen are all United States citizens, in an emergency 
we would intensify our coverage of them but would not, of 
course, make arrests, Mr, Rankin raised the question as to • 
the danger of Russian officials who would, of course, be 
sympathetic to the Chinese in the event of a Formosan 
emergency. The Director pointed out that the only action

I we could take there would be in intensifying our coverage 
I of them which we would do,

4, Executive Order Freezing Prices, etc,, in Absence 
of National Law,

Mr, Rankin stated a proclamation has been 
drafted but he does not think it has a sound legal basis. 
The Attorney General stated that the Defense Production Act 
going before Congress would give legality to the procedure, 
He instructed that a copy of the draft be placed in the 
Portfolio,

5, Result of INS Talks with Army as to Guarding of 
 The Borders_______________________________ _

General Howard said that the talks with the 
Army had not been fruitful, tnat the Army was opposed to 
taking on the protection of the borders. General Partridge 
said that INS is going ahead with its plans and has three 
possible plans: (1) re enforcement force which would utilize 
6,000 personnel on the border patrol; (2) maximum force which 
would require 15,000 men; (3) use of troops (in a dire 
emergency, INS would recommend this to the President),

The Attorney General asked that copies of these plans 
be furnished to him and stated that two copies should be given 
to the FBI also, INS will furnish the Department four copies 
of which two will come to the FBI, General Partridge said 
that INS would have to recruit to get the additional personnel

- 5 -



for either plan I or 2; that the maximum personnel INS 
could make available for additional border coverage now 
would be 500,

General Partridge said that INS is meeting with CIA 
next week with a view to seeing what advance information CIA 
can furnish on the possibility of subversives coning through 
the Mexican border (We will have Liaison follow with CIA to 
get the results of this meeting,),

The Director stressed the importance of proper 
coverage on the Mexican border particularly• He suggested 
that if adequate coverage was not possible due to man
power shortage, that ICIS present a factual picture 
to the National Security Council so that the exact situation 
will be realised on a high level,

6. Discussion of Department of JusticeRelocation Plan

Walter Yeagley went over the relocation plans 
of the Department, much of which has? not been resolved. 
The Attorney General stated that Deputy Attorney General 
Rogers should go to Quantico when evacuation occurs, 
(Rogers is being added to our list of Departmental personnel 
to be at Quantico,)

Yeagley said that the Department is figuring 
on additional land telephone lines to Quantico, He said 
that INS will have portable radio equipment at the Winchester 
site by this coming June,

Yeagley said that during office hours an alert 
would be sounded by the Captain of the Guard in the Justice 
Building, In the event of an imminent alert there will be 
a series of ten second buzzers. For a yellow alert there will 
be a series of two ten second buzzers followed by a pause. 
On duty hours the alert, according to Yeagley, will come 
through Conelrad,

e -
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JUSTICE DEPARTMENT PLANS IN -Zz EVENT li 1 OEM 05 AN 
OPEN HOSTILITIES
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This mem o rand urn is for record purposes in connection
with the conference held in the Attorney deneral's office 
starting at 3:00 pm, February 7, 1955, relative to the 
Justice Department's plans in the event of Formosan open 
hostilities. In addition to the At$.ojne.y GenerjlJ- and the 
Digrector , the following were present:

From the Department - Deputy Attorney General Rogers
Legal Counsel Rankin, Walter Yeagley, William 
Foley and Frederick Ford, office of Legal 
Counsel;

From Immigration & Naturalisation Service - General Swing 
and General Howard;

From FBI - nelmont.

The Attorney General followed the agenda set forth 
in his memorandum to Rogers dated February 3, 1955:

A, Supervision of the Activities of Alien Chinese
in this Country, Particularly Alien Chinese 

Scientists and Students__________ ___________

General Swing stated there were about 15,000 non
immigrant Chinese in this country, of which approximately b6 } 
5,000 are students• He said there were about 30,000 other b7c 
Chinese who are permanent residents, or a total of about k2 
45,000 Chinese aliens in the United States. | ]
of Immigration and Naturalisation Service, advised us on 
February 4, 1955, that there ware about 49,000 Chinese aliens^ 
i'.e are checking as to the difference in these figures.)

The Director painted out that of the 131 Chinese
‘students Amd scientists who have been temporarily res Gained 
frati leaving this country, 5 are (tn our Security Inlew, and 
thereforeit would be very desirable that I&NS furnish uc

AiwVSlc. • 
(?)'
CO - ,’/r» Boardman



with a Hot of the 5,JiO studs,'its tn o^der ihat they could 
be checked out as to daigerousness, General Swing stated 
that the cards on these 5,000 students are prized in with the 
15,000 cards on nonimmigrant Chinese at Central headquarters 
but that he could pick the cards out in about 14 hours in 
the event of an emergency. The Director pointed out that 
we should not wait until a "shooting war" has hit us, but that 
this information should be available now, .re neral Swing 
said he would start a project to get the names to us. The I 
Director pointed out this should not be delayed in order that I 
we would have a chance to do our checking in advance of any J 
emergency.

The Director further pointed out that under the 
revised Portfolio the arrest of dangerous aliens and a number 
of other functi ons performed during World l/'ar II by the United 
States Attorneys and the FBI have been placed under tne juris
diction of I&NS, The Attorney General questioned the advisabi
lity of this and after discussion made the ruling that the 
[apprehension of any dangerous individuals under an emergency 
[program should be the function of the FBI and the Portfolio 
[is to so state.

B, Chinese on Security Index

Phe Director stated that there are : 7 persons of 
Chinese national extraction in this country on u - Security 
Index, 37 of whom are aliens and 64 United Stctus citizens, 
The Director pointed out that as to the aliens, t-iere was no 
problem, inasmuch as in an emergency they could be picked up 
on deportation warrants. As to the citizens, he pointed out 
that they could not be arrested unless the writ of habeas 
corpus was suspended but that the FBI could intensify its coverage 
of these 64 in the event of an emergency which was short of 
implementing the entire Security Index program.

After discussion, the Attorney General agreed that in 
the event of a Formosan emergency, the 37 aliens would be picked 
up by the FBI on deportation warrants; that the FBI would see 
thatthe warrants were prepared for the Attorney General's # 

i signature and that we would intensify the coverage on the 
citizens, The Director pointed out we hod located all of the 
aliens mentioned above within the last 4S hours.

■"■P’e are checking with the Department as to the form of these 
warrants,
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The Director stated that og Chinese evipxtyjd 
ot the UN, our investi gat ions have reflected 11 co he dangerous 
and that the Department of State advised us on February 1, 
1955, that the Chinese employed by the UN Secretariat should 
be considered as natives of a friendly power and each case 
would be considered on its merits* Therefore, as these 
individuals cannot be arrested, if an emergency occurs, ire will 
intensify our coverage of them and immediately take their cases 
\up with Assistant Attorney General Tompkins, who can discuss 
t/ie/n with the Department of State,

The Attorney General agreed with the above procedure,
i

D, lion-Chinese on the Security Index Who Are 
Sumvathetic to Communist China

The Director stated that there are 34 individuals on 
our Security Index who are not Chinese but who are strongly 
sympathetic to Communist China, The Director pointed out that 
logically these would be treated in the same manner as the 
American citizens of Chinese extraction and, therefore, the 
FBI would increase and intensify its coverage on them in the ( 
event of an emergency,

The Attorney General agreed.

E, Status of Portfolio

Mr, Ford explained that the Legal Counsel's office is 
working on the Portfolio and is re-working the revised Portf oli o 
in line 'rich vhe comments made by the FBI, He said it would 
be necessary to take the matter up again with I&NS, General 
Swing stated that us the question of apprehend >no has b??n 
settled by the Atto-r-aey general, hw xaw no need to nave a long 
discussion with Io NS. The Attorney General asked Ford when this 
would be cample ted, Ford said than Fart I was i^actically 
finished, but that Fart II mould cake longer to yes into ffeus 
ani he would try co complete the Portfolio by ^eoruary 13, 
IFanwhile, v,ie Attorney general s^azid that the ortfolio as it 
stood prior to the revisions would be operative in th^ event of 
an emergency,

Th-.. Lirecoor pointed out chat the "'••.'i .-ortfolio 
contains a number of fundamental changes as would make



~ best copy available

H. Eesul > 0/ If/J Talks with as io 
Guarding of Sorders______ __

Genera. Swing discussed this to the effect that 
had beer, 'lone. The Attorney General wanted to know the 

IriaZ; involved in our borders in the event of an emergency.
'Swing said he would have to check with CIA and the Army.
The Director pointed out that it stands to reason that ca^e 
must be taken with respect to our borders in the event of an 
emergency; that there is a definite peril I vhf-s is primarily 
a civilian problem, rather than an Army pmbnei > * f, rhe -■? fore , 
the border patrol should be augmented.

The Attorney General asked Swing to make _ ttudy 
as to whose responsibility this was. Rogers poirt°d o-ib it 
might be possible to set up road clocks nerf of borders 
with Canada to cut off persons coming down from Alaska.

On the Attorney General's instruction, lea*
Swing is to develop a plan in connection with border coverage 
in an emergency.

Iffe are preparing a memorandum for the Director's I

(information which we will send to the Attorney General, if 7 
approved, pointing out the sabotage and espionage ~-ji-:nbinl f 
at our Canadian and Mexican borderso

I. Discussion c>f Department of Justice Ez^rgenc : 1 • -aiion 
 i-lan . ...... ~_

'"•C'pia'j of c? -.emorandum .’at cd fbruar'j 
availabl-? concerning Relocation flcns of if । '

J' :'c, gain bad i ho-: one he I had 'in ■'•pi ■ J ,« r
I’m'fl ri t ^<1:- fn',crai rctfU'.' s. 'M

cvz yn: •? j' to nt . concerning . ,

Ihil in ,.io igor' f'm *f, „ .> ■ 1 ,’i

•j . ’ ■’ m': o < i <> ;»■ '? i ? i 't ;< '1 j.
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So

..^^^and^}:whtc>h,\ jffieau-, tg Xjtptine, that
•t#£, n^*grgatton ®ili-'"nct> ^ppaijdise -pur ;r;esppns t ii?jfy 4;s s.ent;
to the; Seqre^d7*y of-St^tje^’WhO' $ub&its: $|.' to the ?4a.eriq.an( Ambassador 

■ tp' the United; Nation^, for ^rjansviittgL to the Sepretgry ‘General?
^e‘- ‘Std^e.^paifiment^a^ pesiii:gn. is that Justice will have to go one 
s^ep; furtherand recommend whether efiot the individual should be 

' treatedas an enemy alien in the event of ppen. hostilities*
■ e

After disdussibn, the Attorney General rule,d that the 
Internal. Security Division of the Department should follow this 
procedure? including the recpiuaenddtibn*.

Mr* William. Foley requested that we send investigative 
reports on these individuals direct to him or Yeagley, so that they 
could- be handled on a special basts* He was informed that we would 
do this* He also requested that we advise him when the reports were 
sent to the Department on the 7 individuals on whom investigation 
has been completed*» He ms adpjsedjfrhat this would

(T.J HOH-CHIHESD1 on the security index who are sympathetic
TO COMMUNIST CHINA
The Director noted the status of these 13 cases, and stated 

the event of hostilities we would intensify our coverage*

be done

in

4. EXECUTIVE ORDER FREEZING PRICES 
No comment was made as to this<>

i
XRESUDTS OF IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE TALKS WITH 

ARMY AS TO GUARDING OF BORDERS
Ths INS representatives stated they had submitted a border 

J^plan today* Yeagley said the Department had just received, it today* 
received a copy today and are analysing it*}

“Pz General Swing said the picture at the border is not as bad
he it has been painted* He said INS, has better control bn the Meat can 
TorHer^iKan the Canadiah border} that foreigners, other than Mexicans, 
cannott enter the border towns in Mexico without INS knowing about it, 

■ihey have developed better coverage* He said that INS has developed
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a I | and thu.8 fezioigg jfrhe none 8 0/ fforejtunigt Uejcogys
^33^ 5CZ^7vn^

£3 AVc> Swing said that he is less optimistic about the Canadian
___ . reorder, as many displaced persons come into Canada and can more 

^c^^odily come through the Canadian border/ that INS is going to try 
P'QTto get-the same type of control over the Canadian border as it feels 
DbZlt has on the Mexican border* be Per ICE

J b7C
j -_7?ie Director stated that the FBI is not so optimistic abobiv 
the Mexican border* He pointed out the Mexican espionage potential and 
mentioned the case of our informant who has been in touch with the 
Russian Embassy in Mexico and was given an assignment of "casing" 
Ithe power facilities, water, et cetera, in California* The Director 
[pointed out the siae of the Soviet Embassy in Mexico* (See "Action" 
[woxare pr^parij^ a ^emojandum regardingfthi

6* DEPART NT OF JESTICE RELOCATION PLAN ____ ~__ r_
Rankin said he had a memorandum prepaid for the ’torney

General as to whether instructions to the Bureau to relocate should 
come from the President or the Attorney General* He said he would 
submit it to the Attorney General*

Relative to the question of the system of alerts, the
I Director pointed, out that the National Security Council subcommittee 

headed by Commander Beach had met and was considering clarification 
of the method whereby the Department should be alerted in connection 
with an evacuation* The Director pointed out that the alert system 
now in' effect between the Bureau, the White House and the Air Command 
Post at the Pentagon would give the Bureau notice in advance of civil 
defense notification*

Yeagley said that he had been in touch with General Paul

(relative to securing a boat to move personnel in an emergency, but ’ 
this has not been resolved* He said the Navyfs position is that the 
Potomac channel may not be navigable at night* General Paul is trying

/ to straighten this out, and Yeagley will follow it*

y.The Director m entioned that he would like to negotiate

(separately for a boat for FBI personnel in an emergency* This question j 
was not answered, but Yeagley will follow with General Paul concerning >
the question of a boat* j

I
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MEMORANDUM TOR jlR. BOARDMAN

of -the proposed plan of I&NS to cover the borders, Tompkins 
said his memorandum. may raise a question regarding advanced 
security screening of the recruits whom I&NS will use on 
border coverage, Yeagley; said that, he has referred the I&NS 
proposed program to the. ICIS as this Committee studied this 
problem in 1951 and made a number of recommendations which, 
however, were not carried out because of budgetary problems, 
Yeagley further said that the proposed I&NS plan does hot 
appear io cover "D-Day" or shortly before which would be a 
most important period. He said that ICIS. would review the 
I&NS .program and suggest any. weaknesses in connection therewith^

General Howard said that if an emergency arose on 
short notice, 1112 I&NS officers- now engaged on other I&NS work 
would be flown to the bo.rders, The Attorney General stated 
he wanted I&NS to certify to him that I&NS would be able to do 
this and that I&NS should, contact the Department of Defense 
to be sure that the necessary priorities would- be granted.

The. Attorney General asked if CIA has given.
information to I&NS which would be helpful to the border 
coverage, General Howard said CIA has given everything it 
has,; that I&NS needs further intelligence information from 
CIA and that .CIA has a List of the items that I&NS needs in 
the way of information.

The Attorney General furnished to .General Howard
our memorandum dated April, 8, 1955, in which we pointed out 
additional specifio- f acts, reflecting potential security 
weaknesses on the Mexican border, The Attorney General stated 
that this memorandum should be very helpful to General Swing,

4, Implementation of the Department of 
Justice Relocation Plan

Mr, John Airhaft,. newly-appointed Relocation- - - - •----’ ” --- *7 ------  •------ - ----- ~ 
Coordinator of the Department, stated that there is a need 
to "organize the organizers" within the Department on relocation 
.planning. He asked that relocation officers be set up in each 
"of the Divisions' of the Department and requested that Bernard 
Schmid be made available as a budget officer. He said the. 
Department would also need a- paymaster* He pointed out that 
during relocation tests the Bureau of the Budget would probably 
have' observers sent out to the Various relocation sites.

- 4



• _ b6 Per ICE
5. Status of the Warrants for the 36 Chinese £?c

Aliens on the Security Index . ■ „ -

____________ of I&NS, pointed out that there are now only 
35 aliens, as one has died, He said that of the 35, 5 are under 
deportation now and I&NS is trying to get them, out of the country* 
He said that 15 additional appear to be open to deportation on 
the basis that they are illegally in: the country and not in 
connection with, subversive activities and that 9 of these are to 
be served with deportation warrants this week* He said that 
relative to certain of the others^ the FBI was being requested 
on a local level to furnish the identities of informants or 
witnesses who. could testify* (We have received requests on 
certain cases from New York and we submitted a memorandum on this 
on April 9* Liaison is getting froml fbhe exact status of their 
planning on these 35 cases so that we can see just where we stand* 
A memorandum will be submitted as to this*)

The Attorney General stated that the 35 warrants in 
possession of the FBI should be maintained for action by the FBI 
until I&NS has worked out these cases,

6. Chinese at the United Nations

Mr* Tompkins stated that the Department has received 
full reports on 11 of these subjects and 6 have been reviewed* 
He said that in certain of these cases there vias insufficient 
derogatory information to prepare summaries to be delivered to the 
State Department for delivery to the United Nations* He said 
in the other cases summaries are being prepared and will be submitted 
to the FBI prior to being sent to the State Department * (This is 
a problem of evaluation by the Department, We work the cases and 
furnish' the' information, and the determination as to whether 
summaries should, be sent to the State Department rests with the 
Department of Justice*) . ,r ■ ' b6 Per ICE

* b7C7. Chinese Students in the United States

__ of I&NS, stated that I&NS is going to attempt 
to deport Chinese students who are illegally in this country* 
He said that General Swing had changed I&NS policy so that those 
students who have previously been in the country under the China 
Student Aid Act should now be removed from the country* I&NS is

- 6



MEMORANDUM FOR,MR, BOARDMAN
b6 Per ICE 
b7C 
k2

checking individually on these cases, These, according to 
|are included among the 5,000 names sent to the FBI 

aeaiing with alien Chinese students and scientists now in this 
country, We are checking the files oh these individuals on 
a special project basis to be completed by May 1, 1955, and 
investigations will be conducted where the information warrants. 
This is receiving special handling.

ACTIONS

(1) We are reviewing the cases of the Prominent Individuals 
whom the Department has already approved for the Security Index 
under the old standards, We will submit our findings by individual 
memorandum to the Department with the request that the Department 
advise in each case whether the subject should or should not 
included 

be
on the Index

w*.(2) As soon as the Attorney General's memorandum is 
approving the revised criteria, an SAC Better willreceived

be sent at once to the field instructing that these criteria 
be applied to the Security Index and that the review of the 
Security Index cases be reinstituted, >>e will set the same 
deadlines as we had bn the previous review, namely, 60 days 
for all office.s having less than 1/000 subjects; 90 days for 
those over 1,000, except New York which will be given 6 months

1 We will stress that the reviews should be completed prior to 
these deadlines, if possible, 
to again go over all Security 
criteria, it is believed; that 
much time.

However3 as the field will have 
Index, cases, based on the. 
we will have to give them

new 
this

(3) We will go over the revised agreement between the 
Defense Department and the Attorney General to make sure that 
it meets our requirements as soon as the Department sends it 
to us.

(4) Inasmuch as the proposal that the Bureau be 
responsible for the Attorney General's family and for getting 
'the Attorney General to the relocation site arises from the 
Internal Security Division of the Department, if you agree, 
we will discuss this further with Mr, Tompkins and require

- 7 -



Bator June 23,
Tot Birector, FBI

Front Begat, llodrid k .
Subject; SAFE HAVEN Al® EVACUATION OF

AFRICAN CITIZENS HBS EUNOES ,
AD^EJISTFATIVS ' O ' . '

An/xeri^vv . .__

On 6/23/$ the writer was. informed by Er* iUEST IIAIE, Super
vising Consul General in Spain, that he had boon appointed by the Ambassador 
to collaborate with a representative of the military missions in tide coun
try' in developing plans for the safe haven and evacuation of American citizens 
coning to this countxy in case of way.,

Er* IIAIE stated that such Safe haven and evacuation areas were 
being established in Spuiri, Portugal, England and North Africa. Hie explained 
that safe haven neurit that evacuees .arriving in these countries would bo 
subject to an evacuation priority lower then that fox1 evacuees arriving in 
other countries of Europe. The present plans in Spain Ara being made up 
on the basis of nafd haven and evacuation of 1^0,000 Americans from Spain 
and the transit of another 70,000 tlirough Spain to Poitugal. The lower 
priority wuld mean that persons in these safe haven areas would probably 
remain in these areas for a period up to days after their arrival here.

lir. HAIE explained that there would be a staging area established " 
in. Bordeaux, France, for those persons who bould reach that point, and they 
would then be brought by trucks into Spain. Other persons, it is expected, 
would be arriving by any means available at points along the land and sea 
frontier? of* this country. Ehen these persons make contact with the nearest/' 
AmcricanConsul, they would be directed to safe haven areas to be established 
at various points in this country, and evacuation to the. United States ’'owid 
be by boat or airplane from numerous Seaports and airports. The plan isx 
that when these person? contact the nearest Consul and uro dispatched by* him , 
to A safe haven area, identifying information concerning each individual would 
be sent to tho. headquarters of the project in Ladrid. Wen transportation is 
availaulo, the Americans would be sent from the safe haven area to a port of 
embarkation.

The Consul General stated that he recognized the possibility that 
among some of these .evacuees may be persons who could be a Security risk' once 
they reached the United States, and some night’ be carrying false documentation, 
JEPiCU t | 6 <2-l/.

V NOT RECOHDE9
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The Consul General stated that the Consular problem -will bo 'to determine i
the authenticity of thopassports presented, to establish if the individual 
is an American citizen md, therefore.* entitled to U. 'S. protection. There 
vill bo ateo.naOng these evacuees. $ number of non-Anoricans. These non- 
-Anqriuans pill include alien members of American families, persons phon the. 
V. S*. desires to protect ’because they have boon of important service to the 
United, States, alien individuals v?ho arc of political value and vrho, therefore, 
should not fall into enemy’hands, etc.. These individuals till be presenting 
alien passports to the U. S» Consulates^ and this Pill also afford an oppor
tunity for security risks to: bo' included aiapng. the eyacuecs..

This matter is 'being' called fp. thd Bureau’s attention' since the’ ; 
Bureau may vich to consider hovr best it can be informed as to the identities < 
of those individualscaming to the United States, their faspns of transportation; 
end at vrbich U* S’, port, they v.’ould be arriving, inasmuch as the' Bureau nay 
desire to carry cut intorzogmtlonb of some-of these individuals on their 
arrival, in the United States. Since vithin the area covered by this office 
there rill be three headquarters: established, th?t is, in Spain, Portugal 
and Ilorth. Africa, the Bureau lipy dosire, to give consideration to the best 
-way to effect; lirison isith those headquarters ’sa Us to receive the' Infor- ' 
jnation promptly and accurately, it nay possibly bo that information .con-, 
corning these evacuees Till, bo available to tho'Bdr6ati at Washington through 
sone central Korld-vide evacuation organization there,. • ~ .

i'r. HA.IE a,dv±sed ibat these plans aro classified. ’’Top Sccroti,”'.



STANDARD FORM NO. M _

Suffice Memorandum UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT'

to. : Director, FBI DATE: 5/18/55

erom-x^GsaC, Anchorage (66-82)

SUBJECT: J&EW LINE

Remylet U/l/55 captioned DEW LINE, EARLY WARNINGS
RADAR NET. ■ - ‘

- i
By letter of April 13, 1955, the Department of tne~------ -

Air Force advised various units, of the Alaskan (Command of the 
Air Force policy with regard to security aspects of the distant 
early warning system project. (

* 1
The .only classified information regarding the con-’ 

struction of stations is as follows: <

Reference £0 one or more stations by brevity 
code alone is unclassified.

<• ♦

Reference to one station by unit designation, t 
post office address, 641 general geographical

(1)

(2)
location, unclassified

(3); Reference to one. or more stations by geographi
cal coordinates classified ‘’Confidential.!’

.Reference to loading and staging bases, unclas
sified.

Reference .to more than one station -by unit 
designation plus post office address*, and/or' 
geographical location classified ’’Confidential.-’’ $

ft x** K-
(6) Reference to theoretical or calibrated detection |j 

coverage, operatiofial capabilities and, effect
iveness of one or more .stations classified ’’Secret

- QT ■(7) Referenced? to equipmentTfn'S.tailed at .one or 
’ more, stations. classif lea’in^a^cbrdance with t 

equi^m^nt'r-ladsification. _

Since thaaemplqy-e.d's^bf the contractors who are in
stalling the technical equipment requiring security clearances 
have been previously handled by the Air Force, and since the

RECORDED -15 
INDEXED -15 1 -

JAH/mer

(U)

(5)

io MAY 2& 1955
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, - fc>6 PerFor your infornation* Major]_____________Special b7c
Activities Branch* Office of Special Investigations* Washington* 

iuts advises Bureau liaison that the distant early, 
warning radar sites are to be operated for the Air Force bn 
Western Electric personnel on d contract, Basis, Majorl~ 
suggested that you contact 0SI3 Anchorage* for further inform 
"nation concerning proposed operations*

AFOSI

* v *
t'hkeL)^ NOTE ON TELLOWt Instant inthrx^ion. obtained
6) froiii Major] \by SA B, J, b6 Per

Sullivan on July 14* 1955, b7c
AFOSI
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64

to : Director, FBI

ifM'1’ -

I would appreciate any information, the^Buifeaii. is^w 
able to obtain along this line so that proper-plans, can* bq^ 
made to adequately fulfill the Bureau’s respOri^billty"}

0
UNITED STilus GOVERNMENT

DATE: 7/6/55

from J^CjSAC, Anchorage (66-82) 
(/ <0

subjectk'XdeW LINE

Remylet 5/18/55 captioned as above.

Xx, The following information was obtained from General 
T. ALLEly^BENNETT, CG, 11th Air Division, Ladd Air Force Base, 
Fairbanks, on June 29th.

The distant early warning radar sites may be oper
ated and serviced by civilian personnel under contract with 
the Air Force, inasmuch as there is some effort being made by 
unnamed elements in the A.ir Force in this direction.

JAH/mer >

General BENNETT said that he may be “talking out of 
on this subject matter since he did not know what 

determination would be made of the matter, -and said that in 
fact it may already have been resolved at Washington without 
his knowledge.

school”

It is suggested that ah inquiry may be in order in 
so far as the Bureau is concerned, in light of the jurisdic
tional problems as far as both criminal and security^Jnatters 
are concerned in connection with these installations.*



November 1* 1955

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. TOLSON 
.MR, BOARDMAN 
MR. DELMONT 
MR. NICHOLS

From a letter which 1 have received from SAC Auerbach 
at Seattle, I quote the fopowing covering a conversation which he had 
with Senator Henry M^fShckson, of the State of Washington, who 
has just finished a trip to Alaska as one of the ranking members of 
the Joint Committee'on Atomic Energy and who is particularly 
interested* in tht^DEW LINE, which is the distant enemy warning 
system where they arc putting in remote radarlnctallations as a. 
perimeter defense:

"Jackson states that his handling By the Air Force bn his 
trip, he feels, is a ’shame and a scandal’, and he believes that the 
situation probably should be aired. In a nutshell, he said there 
was nobody in the Air Force who could give him an over-all briefing 
oh the DEW LINE. He talked with Air Force personnel all over the 
place; and even took one of their patrol scouting trips where you (^z
are 18 hours, in the air and up in the Antarctic regions on patrol, f 
and the high brass apparently were unable to give him an over-all 
picture. He says that he finally got the best story from a civilian 
engineer employed there representing Western Electric, which is 
providing the materials and know-how for the installation. The

A conclusion Jackson comes to is that the Air Force has completely .
capitulated tp*Western Electric any control over what’s going on up 
there as to the. building of the DEW LINE. This puts Western Electric 
in the position of wearing two hats, i.e. ordering materials and giving 
instructions and directions on the situation on one hand and on the 
other hand receiving and filling the orders, i.e. selling the materials 
to the Government. He feels that this puts Western Electric in a
disputable position and places’.the Air Force in a disgraceful situation. 
He made some comment to the civilian engineer and said that he 
didn’t want to givbWcstcrn Electric a hard time but pointed but his 
feelings, on the matter. As a result, even though he arrived unannounced

Tolson .
Boardman _
Nichols 
Belmont J_._ 
Hat to; 
Mohr _~-
jParsons 
Rosen._ ___ _
Tamtq 
Sizoo• 
Wjnterrowd n ,r 
Tele. Room .
HollonafTL—J 
Gandy - ■ «=* -

back In Seattle from Alaska, there was waiting tb meet him a vice- 
president of Western Electric who h^d^espccydlyjflo

4 CORDED »
7A lMMEO-

up from San 
77/

TO \07 3 1C35* *



Messrs. Tolson, Boardman, Belmont, Nichols November .1,1955

Francisco to talk with, him and who was much disturbed about the 
situation. Jackson, said that the fellowjust made no sense in. trying to 
explain Western Electric^s position in the matter and that he personally 
foresees the possibility that the Air Force would be publicly considered 
the goat if anything goes wrong, since VfesternElectric could always 
claim that It had to do the best itcouldbecause it got tip direction

~ jipr even much of any inter est.u

Very .truly yours,:

John Edgar Hoover 
Director

JEH:tlc a
(7) A"

SENT FROlf p. o.
TIME 
date
BY.



FORM NO. W

Office T^emorandum • united states government

TO Mr. A. H. Belmon

FROM Mr. R. R. Roach

SUBJECT: CESSATI01L_0F U. S^CNUCLEAR^TESTS^ .

DATE: AugUSf 1 1958
Tolson _______
Boardman ‘
Belmont ______
Mohr __________
Nease _____ 
Parsons
Rosen ______ 
Tamm _________
Trotter_______
Clay ton _____ 
Tele. RcXurf __ 
Holl

On August 11, 1958, Mr. Bryan F. LaPlante, Congres
sional liaison man for the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC), 
advised in extreme confidence that he had learned that State, m j. - . 
the Department of Defense (DOD) and the National Security Coupcil (NSC) 
have been collaborating on a proposed announcement of cessation of U. S. 
nuclear tests. He said that he had had an opportunity to see the draft 
of the announcement which calls for stopping tests for a three-year 
period and if safeguards and inspection procedures can be worked out, 
it will extend beyond the three-year period. LaPlante said that it is 
indicated that the U. S. tests will be stopped on the assumption that 
sufficient safeguards can be set up later. He added that as he recalls, 
there was a provision in the draft that if such safeguards and inspec
tion procedures cannot be worked out, the U. S. will resume testin

M
H

2 SZ
'W

S LaPlante said that AEG has had no part in drafting this 
proposed announcement and knew nothing about it until Friday, August 8_ 
1958. He said that since that time, Brigadier General Starbird, 
Director of the &EC Division of Military Application, has been involved 
in the discussions with State, DOD and NSC. According to LaPlante, 
the proposed announcement is still being worked over and he understands 
that, the timing of the announcement is now the most important thing. 
He ventured the opinion that the' U. S. might time this announcement 
for sometime during the current special UN General Assembly meeting or 
during the Geneva Conference on Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy which 
is to be held from September 1 to 14, 1958. LaPlante said that his 
personal 'feeling is that it would be unwise for the United States to 
cease its testing before adequate safeguards and inspection procedure 
are worked out; however, he feels that the announcement which is. 
apparently^ forthcoming, is indicative of the desire of some of the 
people at State and of Dr. Killian, Special Assistant to the Preside 
to make some sort of an announcement indicating that the United States 
will stop its testing. LaPlante emphasized that this proposed announce
ment is most closely held and, in fact, the copy of the draft which he 
saw was later recalled along with all the others.

REC-3 
EX-135 ।V AUG 201958

ACTION;

■For information.

JMFibjt (5)^ 
1 - Mr. Nease 
1 -Mr. Belmont
1 - Liaison Section 
.1 - Mr. 'Fitzgerald
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• UNITED SI K® (GOVERNMENT

TO 2fr. A. H. Belmon
inanijri mrnwT^^W 4Willuni*TifiiflTIBiTl

DATE: AugUSt 13. 1958

FROM R. R. Roach 
/faerie*

(S) CQJIPERIIXNG^RECENT^SERIES_~PJ?~, Oga information handled per letter d. June 30, 2011 
TESTS _ bi

b3
Op ±U£ULO± 7-2___ 7 QKP___T.-i n-i onn ■<?»r>o-nH ?! .<? n 7» Xf. 17- ______

alson - 
yardman - 
»lmont -
>hr_________ _
iase — 
arsons —
>sen ' 

ramm_________
Trotter_______
Clayton — 
Tele. Room ___
H o 11 o m myv



STANDARD FT>RM NO. 64

Mr H. BelmontTO

FROM

UNITED ST;hfe GOVERNMENT

DATE: August 22, 1958

SUBJECT:

Mr. R-. R. Roach

CESSATION OF U. S.'NUCLEAR TESTS

Tolson_______
Boardman '
Belmont 
Mohr __________
Nease _____ 

'arsons _____
osen _____

Tamm _________
Trotter_______
Clayton 
Tele. Room __
Hollomarf___ 

andy
ce

My memorandum of August 12, 1958, copy enclosed 
reflectedfhat on-August IL- 1958, we were advised in conf id 
by Mr. . ’’ 
that an announcement was imminent that the United States would 
cease its nuclear tests. *

Bryan Fffl^PlanteJAf^^he Atomic Energv.-Commission_ (AEC)

On August 21, 1958, Mr. LaPlante referred to the curren 
newspaper speculation about such an announcement and said that the 
announcement would undoubtedly be made within the next several days. 
He said that Chairman McCone of AEC had gone to the White House on 
August 20, 1958, and vigorously, but vainly, opposed stopping our 
testing. According to LaPlante, Dr. Killian, Special Assistant* to 
the President, and Secretary of State Dulles are the main proponents 
of the idea of the U. S. stopping its testing. In addition,, LaPlante 
said that the argument presented to McCone was that the United States 
has just ceased its own series of tests anyway and that another series 
of test's could not possibly take place for about a year-which would 
give the U. S. plenty of time to see if the test ban would work out 
satisfactorily.

Also, on August 21, 1958, Captain John H-grMb rs effJr., U. S. 
Navy, Special Assistant to McCone, expressed bitter disappointment at 
the way things were going on the question of the test ban and indicated 
that on behaJLf of AEC he had fought hard against the idea because he 
felt it was unrealistic and was being done only, for political purposes. 
It should be noted that LaPlante had previously advised on August 11, 
1958, that AEC had no part in the drafting of the proposed announcement 
of the test ban and knew nothing about it until August 8, 1958. It 
should also be noted that the comments of LaPlante and Captain Morse 
were made in strict confidence.

ACTION:

For information.

JMFsbjt~($)j$

1 r^Mr
1 - Mr

Enclosure

JL- Liaison Section 
1 - Mr. Fitzgerald

Nease^i 
^Betimbnti&
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Office T^emoVhdum UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO,

FROM Mr. R. R., Roach

Mr. A. H., Belmon date:September 53 1958

SUBJECT:

Tolson - 
Boardman — ' 
Belmont
Mohr_______ L_
Nease — •

. y Parsons _______
POSSlBLE^AK^pjLJiNEBRMATIOi. Tamm 

COirCFRNING^RECENT^SERIES^OE^ oga information handled per letter d. June 30, 2011 Clayton 
U. S^JWCLEARllESTS^^ ; ‘ t bi

‘ ~ ‘ '________________________ b3
om__

ACTION.

None, For information

$

1 - Mr. Belmont
1 ‘ '
1
1 - Mr. Bondhoe
1 - Liaison Section
1 - Mr..Fapich *

Mr., R. E. Moore 
Mr.- Branigan

13 SEP 10 1958

IS



UNITIiD StlTES GOVERNMENT

HO. «1

TO

FROM Mr. R. R Roac

SUBJECT: CESSATION OfflNUCLEAR TESTING

date: January 20 3 1959
'olson M 

nan 
nt

On January 193 19593. the following information was 
in confidence by Mr. Richard X. Dbnovari3 Congressional

Trotter
W.C. Sullivan — 
Tele. Boom,— 
Holloman 
,Gandy _ j

Mr. A. H. Belmont

furnished
liaison man for Atomic Energy Commission (AEC)3 who derived same
from, attendance at executive sessions of the Joint Committee on Atomic
Energy during the previous week: • *

In the light of recent revision downward in the estimate of i 
thejfcechnicgl capabilities of this country to detect\fauclear explosions'^^ 
the ■ Consensus of~the Joint Committee appeare ^^ir^iT^SuNJ^be^Vg ' 
the advantage of this country to withdraw from the current Geneva talks 
with the Soviets on test cessation3 even though this would give the ** 
Soviet,§ propaganda..materials to make us look bad in the' eyes of the Bj 
rest, of the world. Further3 the attitude of the Joint Committee is that gj 
the U. S. should resume testing after honoring its one-year suspension 
which- began October 303 1958. It would take about a year and a half 
ahyway3 starting right noji3 to get ready for a new series of tests 
which would' .include es under water3 under ground and.„in outer space. O 

o

g

Dr. Edward lTeller3 who3 with former AEC Chairman Lewis g
Strauss3 wgs one of the fo^bmost opponents of stopping tests in the firsts 
place, told the Joint Committee last week that he thinks the Soviet - 
î Lunik. " which was shot past the moon and is supposed to be orbiting 
the sun3 has an H-Bomb in it to be set off in outer space as a Soviet 
test. Donovan explained thcpt AEC scientists now consider it techni
cally feasible to do sucb^ftuclear' testing in- outer, space. He added 
that none' of several scient'l'sts~prcscr~t'~^H^~TefTar.expTessed the 
above opinion disputed the possibility. D^. Han^fBetl^^' described ‘by /C. 
Donovan as originally somewhat aligned with Dr. Linyltf Pauling in advo^ 
eating cessation of tests because of their possible adverse physical Z- 
effect on mankind^ was present when'Teller spoke. Bethe^ disputed 
Teller's Cpin-i'on only- to the extent of saying’he'did not believe the > 
Soviets have the electronic equipment capable of performing^ such a > 
test, .with their "Lunik." Donovan’.further* explained that as he under-1-" 
stands it,, Teller thinks-the Soviets will be able fo separate the 
H-Bomb from the remainder of "Lunik3" and cause the bomb to proceed 
in orbit ahead of "Lunik." Then the bomb will be set off and tele
metering equipment in "Lunik" will proceed to pick up various forms of 
data- such as amount of rddigtioh,3 blast effect3 etc.'3 from the bomb^ 
burst3 for eventual..transmission o the
^^tjt ’(-.8)^ 
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OPTIONAL fORM NO. 10

UNITED STATES GOVER NT

Memorandum
TO 2/r Sulltvan' date: April 20, 1062

FROM D* I* Brenna > sink*

subject^^ZO^ZZO# PLANS - WHITE HOUSE

(ft.

Belmont 
Mofir__
Sollahorl’ 
'Conrad _ 
DeLoach 
Evans__
Malone _ 

' " Rosen __
Sullivan . 
Tavel —— 
Trotter_
JMe. Room---------
Ingram _____----
Gandy ______

On April 19, 1962, while Mr* Bartlett of the Liaison Section 
was at the White House, he '.saw Mr* David Palmer, U*S* Navy civilian who 
is serving as the Navy Projects Engineer at the White House* He works 
directly under the Naval Aide, Captain Tazewell T* Shepard* Bartlett 
has known Palmer for several years* Palmer recently served as the 
Navy^s Project Engineer at Quantico and was extremely helpful to the 
Bureau in that capacity*

|| Palmer said he wanted to mention something to Bartlett in
l|ear£re?ne confidence and Bartlett told him histinformation would be handled 
\\just that way* Palmer said that he is extremely worried about informa

tion appearing in the press and on radio within the past few weeks which
| deals directly with the relocation plans of the President in the event 
I of war* He said that the press carried the story last weekend while 

the President was aboard the cruiser "Northamptonn that this ship was 
one of the plages the President .might go and carry on his duties in the 
event of war* palmetdfur.thet^saidcthat recent publicity has stated tjie . 
President might use an airplane which is based at Andrews Air. Force .Base | 

tin the event of emergency* Presumably this aircraft could be'refueled X 
jin flight and. the President could stay away from danger area's for a \ fx 
Il long period of time* Palmer said that both of these plans arte accurate 
Hand he can see no reason in the world for them being' made pubJLio* v '

Palmer said that following the expose regarding the aircraft, 
Captain Shepard became incensed and reported his feelings directly to 
Mr* P* Kenneth O^Donnell, the Special Assistant to the President* [

I ^Palmer said that it was his feeling that ^.Brigadier General Godfrey T* ' 
txKMcHugh, the Air Force Aide, had leaked this to the press forr~tJi^~purpos&^ 
i I of building up She presSige of the Air Force* Palmer said he does not » 

know this, is actually true* Palmer said that he knows that the Bureau 
'f/^can do nothing about this matter unless officially requested by the 
/ President to check into it but that he felt so strongly about 'it .he .

wanted to get it off his chest* , —— ———- .t{ tlZjJL
... .. REC-57^2-^/^' /fr

Indsmugji as thdi abotfe ^ajipedns-to be a -o&nflict within the 
President official family"and further that it has,..been r eport ed^to 
the Presidents, top assistant} <po£‘action needjbe tdk’en^by this''Bureau 
OHBtgp/npjx^e)^ •&&&

1-Mr* Belmont 1-Mr* Bar
1-Mr* Sullivan

8
1-Mr* H* Anders

Fm

Q

SENT DIRECTOR
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